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ABSTRACT

Controlled nuclear fusion holds the promise of large supplies of commercial energy.
Many significant engineering problems remain to be solved, however, before this energy
canbe economically provided. The tokamak is currently the .most. successful magnetic
confinement scheme for controlled nuclear fusion, and control of the plasma motion is a

fundamental requirement for its operation.

The STOR-M Tokamak is equipped with turbulent heating (TH) capability. Tur
bulent heating is essentially ohmic heating (OH) with an artificially enhanced plasma
resistivity. In addition to expected plasma heating effects, a significant density increase
and consequent improvement in energy confinement time have been observed well after
the turbulentheating pulse.

Since a tokamak device is basically an electric system consisting of a transformer,
plasma, eddy currents in a vacuum vessel, power supplies, and control windings, a new

model in which these components are treated together as an electrical circuit has been

developed and the effects of turbulent heating on the circuit elements included in the
modeL Since this model is nonlinear, and since the plasma motion needs to be controlled
only in a region near equilibrium, the plasma dynamics has been approximated with
linear time-invariant state equations. The simple model was used to study the behaviour
of the system around an operating point of interest, and based on this study..a control

system has been designed.

Simulation results have shown that the plasma position is rather insensitive to varia
tion in the time constant of the control current driver system, as long as it is less than 1.4
ms. It has also been shown that the presence of the iron-core results in unstable roots in
the open loop plasma position Laplace transfer function. Although the plasma position
model was very useful at the early stages of the control system design, due to practical
constraints the parameters of this model cannot be determined very accurately. A Least

Squares Error algorithm (LSE) has been used off-line to determine better estimates of the

parameters of the model.

A control strategy for plasma position using analog control. during ohmic heating
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has been developed and successfully. demonstrated. However rapid changes in plasma
parameters during and after turbulent heating have been shown to require adaptive con

trol. A digital controller based on a TMS32Oc25 microprocessor has been designed,
built, and verified for control of the plasma position after a TH pulse. The final result of
this work is a stably controlled plasma that can be maintained for the entire duration of a

plasma discharge, for the both OH and TH modes.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Fusion

Among several nuclear fusion reactions, the deuterium-tritium reaction has the

largest fusion cross-section and thus imposes least demanding conditions for the design

of a reactor system. The basic equations describing the energy release in this reaction

and corresponding fuel creation are [1,' 2]:

D2 + r3 � He4 + nl + 17.6MeV

LI-6 + nl � He4 + r3 + 4.6MeV (1.1)

In Equation (1.1), 14.1 MeV of the energy is carried off by the neutron (nl) which
can be slowed down in a lithium blanket so that the kinetic energy can be liberated as

useful heat The neutron is captured in lithium -6 which constitutes 7.5 percentof natural

lithium. Only at ion temperatures (Ti) and densities (n) of 10 KeV (100 million K) and

1014 nuclei/cm3 , respectively, is an adequate reaction rate attained. At such high tem

perature and density, any substance becomes ionized, being converted to positively

charged ions and negative electrons. Matter in this state is referred to as a "plasma".

The high temperatures required in a fusion reactor rule out any materials for use as

confining walls, for they would simply melt. Magnetic confmement based on the JxB

Lorentz force is one of the methods for confming a plasma. Over the last 20 years, sub

stantial progress has been made in magnetic fusion research, particularly with tokamak

type devices. Currently, the temperature and density conditions for D-T break-even

(energy out a energy in) have been achieved independently but not simultaneously in a

single device. For example, an ion temperature near 20 KeV has been realized in TFfR

(Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) at relatively low densities [3].
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The overall performance of a magnetic fusion device is assessed by the product

n 'tE Ti ' the so called fusion parameter where 'tE represents the energy confinement time.

In the Alcator machine, the Lawson criterion (n'tE > 5 x 1013 cm-3s) has been achieved

with a relatively low temperature of 1 KeY. In present-day large tokamaks, it is believed

that the break-even condition (n'tE Ti) is within a factor of about 2, if a D-T mixture

were to be used. The tokamak performance in the n 'tE Ti vs Ti plane is shown in Figure

1.1. Apart from JET (Joint European Torus), 1FfR and IT-60, the results from many

smaller and earlier tokamaks are plotted. From the right-hand scale it can be seen that

n 'tE Ti has improved by three orders ofmagnitude over twenty years.

Difficulties encountered in magnetic fusion research are mainly seen as large

anomalies compared to classical expectations. For example, plasma energy confinement

times are often two orders of magnitude shorter than the classical prediction. However,

confmement appears to be controlled by diffusion processes, as established in the scaling

law for the confmement times which exhibit strong dependence on the device size [1].

Prototype engineering fusion reactors are being designed based on the scaling-laws, even

though the confmement times are highly anomalous.

1.2. Tokamak

The word 'tokamak' is derived from the Russian words for 'toroidal current

magnetic'. The device was invented in the Soviet Union. The first tokamak was built in

the late 1950's, followed by a series of tokamaks in different countries. In the late

1960's, impressive plasma parameters clearly relevant to fusion reactors were unveiled.

This triggered world wide efforts in tokamak research. The first significant experimental

tokamak results were presented in 1965 at the IAEA International Conference onPlasma

Physics and Controlled Fusion Research (Culham). Today, about three decades later,

major tokamak projects are being conducted in the United States, the Soviet Union, the

European Economic Community, Japan, China, and Canada. The basic components of a

tokamak are shown in Figure 1.2.

The tokamak is a toroidal magnetic confmement system. The principal magnetic

field is the toroidal field. However, this field alone cannot confine the plasma. In order
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to have an equilibrium in which the radially expanding plasma force isbalanced by a

magnetic force, it is also necessary to have a poloidal magnetic field. In a tokamak, this

field is produced mainly by toroidal current induced in the plasma itself. However, if the

current is excessively large, a kink instability may develop. This is the most dangerous

MHD (magnetohydro dynamic) instability, and its development terminates plasma con

finement. The most dangerous m=l (m being the poloidal mode number) kink instability

may be suppressed if the Kruskal-Shafranov condition is satisfied [4]. The K-S condition

is given by:

aBt> RBp (1.2)

where a (meter) is the plasma minor radius, R (meter) is the plasma major radius.

Bt (tesla) is the toroidal magnetic field, and Bp = Olo lp fl:rca) (tesla) is the poloidal mag
netic field, with lp (A) the plasma current and, a, the plasma radius.

The Kruskal-Shafranov condition places a limit on the allowable magnitude of Bp ,

for a given set of a, R, andBt• Since Bp is directly proportional to plasma current, this in
tum places a limit on the plasma current. The Kruskal-Shafranov limit is usually ex

pressed in terms of the "Safety Factor" q, given by:

aBt
q=RB s i .

p

(1.3)

The safety factor q may be understood as the number of times a magnetic field line

(the net field line of both the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields )travels around the

major circumference of the torus while making one complete revolution about its minor

axis. When q is a rational number, the magnetic field line physically closes, after a finite

number of rotations along the torus. When this condition exists, a standing wave-like

resonance occurs, and the plasma becomes unstable. The condition q > 1 is set to avoid

the lowest order (the mostdangerous) mode. However, less violent kink instability with

highermode numbers may still develop whenever q is a rational number.

The condition q> I may therefore be rewritten in terms of the plasma current lp as,
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Tokamaks are normally operated with a relatively large margin in the safety factor,

q>3 to avoid the m=2, n=1 (q=2) and m=n=I MHD modes [1]. Discharges operated with

smaller safety factors tend to disrupt, leading to a sudden termination of discharge.

However, it has been demonstrated in the STOR-IM tokamak [5], that if the plasma cur

rent is ramped up sufficiently rapidly, the q=2MHD barrier can be safely crossed allow

ing discharges with q<2. In such experiments, plasma position and parameters change

rapidly, and in order to keep the plasma well positioned and confmed, a feedback posi
tion control unit is required.

Another important parameter in a tokamak discharge is the plasma pressure P,

where P=neTe+�Ti' In equilibrium, the pressure gradient is to be counterbalanced by the

Lorentz force [6],

VP=]xB. (1.5)

An equilibrium solution for the pressure and magnetic configuration can be found

from the Grad-Shafranov equation [6]. The plasma pressure cannot be arbitrarily large,
because another type MHO instability (the ballooning mode) may develop above a criti-

cal plasma pressure. Since the economic figure of merit of a fusion reactor strongly

depends on the � factor defined by:
P

�=
B?12�

(1.6)

It is desirable to operate a tokamak at as high � values as possible, but the balloon

ingmode is believed to impose an upper limit on �.
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1.2.1. Plasma Position Control in Tokamaks

Early tokamaks had a conducting shell which results in eddy (or image) currents

that aid plasma equilibrium. Discharge duration is, however, limited to the resistive skin

time of the shell (typically tens ofmilliseconds). Despite its simplicity,a conductive shell

is not practical for reactor applications.

Modem tokamaks are shell-less and depend on externally applied vertical and

horizontal magnetic fields to maintain plasma equilibrium (see Figure 1.2). These mag

netic fields may be preprogrammed for expected plasma parameters. However, since the

parameters change due to, for example, additional heating, precise preprogramming is

difficult and feedback control becomes amuch more desirablescheme.

The toroidal geometry of the tokamak plasma current, however, creates forces ac

ting to expand the plasma column, to increase its major radius, and to decrease its minor

radius through scraping by a limiter which is installed in the.vacuum vessel. The equi
librium position of the plasma torus in the tokamak is described by its major radius, and

by its horizontal and vertical displacement. The position is subject to variation as a result

of changes in the plasma. parameters such as the plasma pressure, the torus minor radius,

and theplasma current.

The first successful attempt to controlplasma position in a tokamak via an active

feedback was performed in the USSR TO-l tokamak [7]. In that case, a system of coils

and their associated power supplies were effectively simulating the tokamak conducting

casing.

The tokamak plasma position was also successfully controlled by employing an ac

tive feedback control system in the CLEO tokamak, in the United Kingdom [8], and in

the Oak Ridge tokamak, ORMAK, in the U.S.A. [9]. For the CLEO tokamak, a classical

method of analysis was employed, while the ORMAK analysis was in the domain of

optimal control theory and Kalman filtering where vertical field and plasma temperature

and density were. considered as control variables. Indeed, it is very difficult to control

plasma temperature and density because it requires complicated devices like pellet injec
tors and plasma heating devices to be employed in a feedback loop.
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The tokamak plasma equilibrium position feedback control via the application of

classical and/or modem control theory has been considered in several other works. In the

ASDEX tokamak [10], a classical control strategy has been employed and the effect of

the eddy current in the vacuum vessel has been measured using a 1: 10 model of the ac

tual machine. In the TFfR [11] machine, a detailed model of the vacuum vessel eddy

currents was considered and it was concluded that a minimum of 5 time constants must

be considered in order to accurately model the vacuum vessel, The problem ofmodelling

the plasma motion in the presence of an iron-core transformer is more difficult than for

an air-core because of nonlinearities due to the magnetic permeability of the iron-core.

This problem has been studied in the TFR tokamak [12, 13]. For JT-60 [14, 15], a COM

plicated model has been derived and it is suggested that since the model cannot be very

accurate, a classical controller is preferable to an optimal controller.

It should be realized that once a good mathematical model of a tokamak has been

developed, the task of applying any control scheme will be facilitated. Analytical syn

thesis of feedback control of a system requires knowledge of-the system's dynamics and

its perturbations in an analytical fonn. The fundamental equations necessary for the

derivation of a tokamak's plasma equilibrium position perturbation dynamics have long
been available [16,17,18,19,20]. A need for simpler analytical models of the tokamak

plasma equilibrium perturbation dynamics is well illustrated by the complexity and dif

ficulty of applying both the classical and modem optimization methods to a very large

system [11, 15, 17,21]. The understanding of the basic physical phenomena is much

more difficult for complicated models, and the sensitivity analysis also becomes too com

plex. As a result, unnecessarily complex controllers may be designed.

1.3. Objectives of the Thesis

The objectives of this thesis are to study the plasma position control problem ina

turbulent heating tokamak (STOR-M) and to design, build and test a control system. The

plasma position control after a turbulent heating pulse will be studied by developing a

simplified analytical model of the tokamak plasma position dynamics function which will

be used for the plasma motion simulation in the ohmic heating mode and in the turbulent

heating mode. Estimation of the model parameters, design of a controller based on clas-
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sical or modem control theory, plasma position measurement, design of a power driver,

and implementation and testing of the complete system for both normal and turbulent

heating modes are included as goals for this work.

1.4. Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is organized into seven chapters and two appendixes. The first chapter

briefly reviews requirements for fusion reactors and describes a tokamak machine. This is

followed by a review of the latest developments in control of the plasma position in

various tokamaks. The objectives of this thesis are introduced at the end of this chapter.

In Chapter 2, the plasma heating methods in the STOR-M tokamak are described together
with expressions for the forces which act on the plasma column.and the equations for the

mutually interacting electric circuits.

Chapter 3 discusses the methods which are available for analyzing the nonlinear

system of equations which have been derived in Chapter 2. The application of the pertur
bation technique to these equations is also included.

In Chapter 4, the simplified version of the plasma position perturbation model

which describes the plasma movement in both ohmic heating (OH) and turbulent heating

(TH) modes is derived. Based on this model, a control strategy is planned. A least

squares method is also described for identification of the parameters of this model.

Finally, the plasma position behaviour due to the changes in input and disturbances is

simulated as a guideline to design of the overall control system.

Chapter 5 describes the plasma position control system which includes the plasma

position measurement, and design of the control field driver system. Also the perfor
mance of the control system in the (OH) mode when a constant gains analog PID con

troller has been used, are shown. The disadvantages of such a controller when the

parameters of the model are being changed due to variations in the plasma parameters are

shown, and the necessity of an advanced controller is demonstrated. Finally, a fast digital

adaptive controller based on the TMS32Oc25 microprocessor is described. This chapter
includes the descriptions of the hardware design as well as the software design.
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In Chapter 6, the performance of the digital controller on the STOR-M tokamak for

both (OR) and (TH) modes is presented.

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusion of the study detailed in this thesis. Fur

ther study of the subject is proposed in this chapter.
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2. Tokamak Machine

2.1. Introduction

A tokamak device is basically an electric system consisting of a transformer in

which plasma forms the secondary winding coupled to the primary winding through an

iron or air-core. Eddy currents in structural components (i.e. vacuum vessel), power sup

plies, and control windings form part of this circuit. A model in which these components

are treated together as an electrical circuit is required to design a feedback control sys

tem. Since there are two methods available for plasma heatingin the STOR-M tokamak

(i.e. ohmic heating. OR, and turbulent heating, TIl), the effects of heating on the circuit

elements must be included in the model. The following sections discuss plasma heating,

especially turbulent heating, which causes significant improvement in plasma confine

ment time. The equations for the forces and the interacting electric circuits are also

derived.

2.2. STOR-M Tokamak

The basic components of the STOR-M tokamak are shown in Figure 2.1. A

tokamak is basically a transformer having a toroidal plasma ring (column) as its secon

dary winding. The current in the plasma ring is inducedby changing the current in the

primary (ohmic heating) coil. The induced current ohmically heats the plasma and

produces the poloidal field. The toroidal magnetic field externally applied by the

"toroidal" coils and the poloidal field combine to form a helical field with a rotational

transform. The vertical magnetic field required for plasma equilibrium in the direction of

the major radius is provided by the "vertical" coils. An electric current in equilibrium
field coils outside the torus generates an auxiliary magnetic field which modifies the

poloidal field and controls the position of the plasma in the torus. The equilibrium field is

thus regarded as a component of the tokamak poloidal field.
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1. Iron-core: 2. Vacuum Vessel: 3. Toroidal Coils;

4. Poloidal Coils for Feedback and Turbulent Heating;

5. Preprogrammed Field Coils: 6. Ohmic· Coils.

Figure 2.1: STOR-M Vertical Cross-Section.
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The location of the ohmic coils has been determined so that the residual magnetic

field in the plasma region is a minimum. In the design of STOR-M, the iron core trans

former has been idealized as a long single leg. Magnetic fields experimentally measured

are in satisfactory agreement with the values calculatedwith this assumption [22].

Figure 2.2 shows the basic STOR-M parameters. The vacuum vessel (chamber) is a

circular toroid with major radius Ro and minor radius ils. The major radius of the toroidal

plasma column is R and its minor radius is a. aH is the plasma column displacement in

the major radial direction from its equilibrium major radius R, R=Ro +aH. The plasma

cunent 1]> (A) produces the poloidal magnetic field Bp (tesia) given by,
J.1o

Bp = 21ttJ lp . (2.1)

z

p

Plasma Column

Ro __
R

x

Figure 2.2: Tokamak Basic Definitions.



As in other tokamaks, the energy confinement time in STOR-M is anomalously
short compared with the classical prediction, which is of the order

a2
'tcp =;;-

""cl
(2.3)
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2.3. Plasma Heating and Confinement in STOR·M

In STOR-M, a typical ohmic discharge has the following parameters: �=30 to 40

kA, ne=l to 2x 1019 m-3, discharge duration 50 msec., and an energy confinement time

'tE=1O msec. The plasma resistance during ohmic heating is 20 uohm ( see section 2.5.2

), which would decrease if the electron temperature is increased. The plasma energy

content W is determined by the energy confinement time and the ohmic heating rate,

through

(2.2)

In this expression,

(2.4)

is the classical electron thermal diffusivity, Pe is the electron Larmor radius, ve the

electron collision frequency, and q the safety factor. For STOR-M parameters, a classical

confinement time of 1.28 sec. is expected. The origin of the anomalously large electron

thermal diffusivity prevailing in all tokamaks is currently unexplained, although it is

generally believed that drift type micro instabilities are responsible. Perhaps the most

conspicuous deviation from the classical prediction for 'tE is that the energyconfinement

time empirically established in a large number of tokamaks is proportional to the plasma

density, in contrast to Equation (2.3) which exhibits 'tE is inversely proportional to

ne (note that the collision frequency ve is proportional to ne ).

Ohmic heating has limitations. As described in Section 1.2, the maximum plasma
current allowable in a tokamak is limited by the MHO stability constraint, q>2. The

maximum plasma temperature so far achieved in large tokamaks (e.g. JET) with ohmic

heating alone is 2 to 3 KeV, well below the 5-6 KeV required for ignition when heating
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due to a particles is expected to take over. Since the confmement time scales as

Ra2 (TFR) and R2a (Neo Alcator), increasing the plasma size may lead to ignition with

ohmic heating alone without resorting to additional heating. This approach is advocated

for the Joint Ignition Torus (JIT) by Rebut [23]. The envisaged major radius of JIT is 20

m, with an ohmic current of 30 MA. Since any additional heating methods are expen..

sive, eliminating the necessity for additional heating would be very attractive for a fusion

reactor to become economically viable.

STOR-M is equipped with turbulent heating capability. This method of plasma

heating has along history, and the Plasma Physics Laboratory at the University of Sas

katchewan has been engaged in basic studies of turbulent heating since the 1960's. Tur

bulent heating is essentially ohmic heating with an artificially enhanced plasma resis

tivity. When the plasma current density J(Nm2) exceeds a critical value, the plasma

becomes unstable against small scale density fluctuations which anomalously enhance

the plasma resistivity. The critical current density is of the order

(2.5)

where cs=(TJMi)112 is the ion acoustic speed. In STOR-M, turbulent heating is induced

by a short current pulse (50 J.Ls). The current is not uniformly distributed, but flows only
at the plasma periphery (skin effect). Therefore, even though the total current is still

limited by the MHO constraint, q>1, a large current density is realized.

Turbulent heating in tokamaks has been tested in the TORTUR and TRIAM

tokamaks [24,25]. At the University of Saskatchewan, a smaller STOR-1M tokamak has

been used for turbulent heating studies. In addition to expected plasma heating effects, a

significant density increase and consequent improvement in energy confinement time

have been observed well after the turbulent heating pulse [5]. A similar density increase

has also been observed in STOR-M [26]. In many respects, the transition to the im

proved confinement phase is similar to the H-mode observed in other tokamaks [27].
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2.4. Radial Forces Acting on the Plasma

A tokamak plasma discharge is subject to various forces which must be counter

balanced by an appropriate magnetic Lorentz force to maintain an equilibrium. These

forces are listed in the following sections.

2.4.1. Expansion Force due to Plasma Pressure

The self inductance of a tokamak discharge without a conducting shell is ap

proximately given by
8R Ii

Lp =�[ln (7) + '2
- 2] (H) (2.6)

where � is the internal inductance parameter defined by [6]

_

21t

�a 2Ii - 2 2 B.p (r)rdr,1ta Bp (a 0
(2.7)

with Bp(r) being the poloidal magnetic field given by

J.101rBir)=- J,(r)rdr (T)
r 0

(2.8)

The magnetic energy associated with the self inductance is therefore given by

_1 2
Ump-7flp (1) (2.9)

where � is the total toroidal plasma current

The total thermal energy stored in the plasma volume is

U =�a221t2R (1)p 2
(2.10)

where P is the isotropic average plasma pressure. For plasma expansion, only the perpen-



where Bt is the average toroidal magnetic field However, the pressure balance in the

minor direction requires

p = 2�[B/(a) - B/ + Bp2(a)]. (2.13)
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dicular pressure contributes. Therefore,· the plasma thermal energy content which con

tributes to plasma expansion is

-

2
Upl. = Pxa 21tR. (2.11)

The finite plasma pressure modifies the toroidal magnetic field Bt (r) through

diamagnetic effects. The change in the toroidal magnetic field energy is given by
1 2 -2Umt = 2�[Bt (a)

- n, ] (2.12)

Therefore, the total internal energy (kinetic and magnetic) becomes

1 .

- B 2(a)
U = if!l + 4x2a2R]' - �Ilo 2x2a2R (1). (2.14)

The radially expanding force thus becomes

au �l 8R u 3
-=-[In(-)+(� +-)--]
aR 2 a P2 2

(2.15)

where

� =
p

p B/(a)/2ll0
(2.16)

is the poloidal beta factor (the ratio of plasma kinetic pressure to the poloidal magnetic
field pressure at the plasma edge) and the relationship

2xaBp(a) =�p



<P>=<nT> (2.19)
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has been substituted. The force per unit length along the toroidal circumference is there

fore given by

Jlol/ 8R li 3
Fi = 41tR [In(a-) + (�p + 2) - 2] . (2.17)

The average plasma temperature for a clean (nimp=()' fully ionized plasma is given

by
n;re + niTi

T=---
n

(2.18)

and the average plasma kinetic pressure is written as

and

� =
81[2 <nT> a2•

p � 12
p

Another parameter that must be determined in (2.17) is the internal inductance

(2.20)

parameter � , which depends on the profile of the toroidal current, and ranges from near

zero for a skin current to greater than one for a centrally peaked current distribution.
I.

Since the quantity (�p + -i) can be measured using magnetic probes (Section 5.2) this

quantity will be left as it is. In order to maintain a tokamak plasma in stable equilibrium,
a suitable vertical magnetic field must be applied. By using (2.17) the magnitude of the

requiredmagnetic field is

Jlolp 8R Ii 3
B.l = 41tR[ln(a-) + (�p + 2) - 2]. (2.21)

2.4.2. Plasma Current Image Field due to the Iron Core

Part of the equilibrium field (B.l ) can be generated by the interaction between the

current flowing in the plasma and the transformer core [6]. A core with a large magnetic

permeability (i.e., � »1 )concentrates the magnetic lines of force surrounding the

plasma column. The exact amount of iron-core contribution to the vertical field through



(2.22)
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the plasma current image field can be calculated by computing the magnetic vector

potential in the presence of the iron-core based on a filamentary current loop representing
the plasma current [28]. By assuming a long iron-core with infinite permeability, this

task can be simplified [29, 30]. As is shown in [22], if the current ring position is suf

ficiently remote from the ends of the iron-core, the measured magnetic field is in good

agreement with theory. The magnitude of the resultant field is proportional to a function

of the ratio R/re approximated as

and the magnitude of the resulting image field is

(2.23)

where Ocp <1.0 is determined by the effectiveness of the core, which depends on the

permeability and geometry of the core itself, and can only be·determined expe�mentally.
The measured transient hysteresis curve of the STOR-M iron-core is shown in Figure 23.

Considering that this field should penetrate through the vacuum vessel, the equation for

force can be written as

(2.24)

where 'tt is the vacuum vessel penetration time constant

Since the force of attraction increases on the accidental displacement of the plasma
column from the equilibrium position toward the core and, inversely, decreases on dis

placement away from it, the plasma positionwill be unstable,and must be stabilized by an

external magnetic field.
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Volt·Sec

0.2

Figure 2.3: Transient Hysteresis Curve of the Iron-Core Transformer.

2.4.3. Vacuum Vessel Eddy Current Force

From the standpoint of both the structural strength analysis of the device and the

control analysis of the plasma position and shape in a tokamak, the study of the eddy
current in any conductive device is considered to be one of the important design

parameters. In general, studies of eddy current in a tokamak have three main purposes.

The first is to ensure adequate mechanical strength of the vacuum vessel which receives

large electromagnetic forces as a result of interaction between. eddy current fields and

other magnetic fields, The second is to evaluate the error field in the plasma region due



(2.26)
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to the induced eddy currents and to minimize theundesirable effects of error fields on the

position and shape control. The third is to derive the transfer function of the vertical field

including the eddy current effect which is necessary to develop an active control algo

rithm.

For these reasons, great efforts have been made to solve these problems

[31,32,33,34]. Contributions of these currents to the total magnetic field in the region

of the plasma can be accurately evaluated by applying the finite elements technique or by

using a smaller model of the actual tokamak. In this study, because of the size of the

STOR-M tokamak, a simpler method has been considered. When the centre of the

plasma column is displaced, the eddy current is induced in the vacuum vessel generating
a time delayed magnetic field Bs at 'the centre of the plasma current. Its magnitude

depends on the rate of change of plasma position, plasma current and vacuum vessel

geometry [Appendix A] as shown in Equation (2.25),

(2.25)

where 'ts is the eddy current time constant and Ks is the vacuum ves�el constant. The
eddy current force is then

2.4.4. Ohmic Heating Force

The leakage magnetic field Bob due to the OH winding should be minimized at the

plasma inany tokamak. However, due to practical constraints, this is not always pos

sible, and it generates a force

(2.27)

The leakage field obeys a similar equation to Bs '
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(2.28)

where Koh is a parameter which depends on the tokamak coil geometry.

2.4.5. External Magnetic Fields

In a tokamak with an iron core, a significant amount of the vertical field required to

maintain the plasma in equilibrium is generated by plasma current image fields due to the

iron core. In STOR-M, this image field amounts to about 50% ; the remaining field has

to be supplied by the vertical field windings through preprogramming Be and feedback

control Be. These magnetic fields are subject to delay due to the skin time of the

vacuum chamber,

(2.30)

where Ie and Ie are the currents in the preprogrammed and the control windings, respec

tively. and Ke andK, depend on winding location. The resulting forces are given by

(2.31)

(2.32)

In the lowest order, the waveform of the preprogrammed vertical field is approximately

proportional to the plasma current if the change in the poloidal beta factor and possible

plasma shift due to other mechanisms are ignorable. Fine adjustment of the vertical field

is provided by the feedback control winding.
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2.5. Interacting Electric Circuits

Control
Field

8
L15

Ll.4L13
L12

In STOR-M there are five electric circuits which are mutually interacting. These

circuits can be described by their applied voltages (volt), resistances (ohm), and self and

mutual inductances (henry). Figure 2.4 shows a simplified block diagram of these cir

cuits.

Ohmic
Heating

Preprogrammed
Field

L14

I

Vacuum Vessel Shell Effect

Figure 2.4: Interacting Electric Circuits in STOR-M.

Vacuum
Vessel

1: Plasma
2: Vacuum Vessel
3: Preprogrammed

Vertical Field
4: Ohmic Heating
5: Control Vertical

Field

As shown in Figure 2.4, magnetic fluxes involving mutual inductances LI3 ,L14 '

and LIS must penetrate the vacuum vessel.



cl>13 + 'tk�13 = L1313
cl>14 + 'tkcl>14 =Lli4
cl>lS + 'tkcl>lS =Llsls
cl>31 + 'tkcl>:H =L3111
cl>41 + 'tkcl>41 = L4111
cl>Sl + 'tkcl>sl = LSI1I (2.35)
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2.5.1. Magnetic Fluxes of the Electric Circuits

Referring to Figure 2.4 amagnetic flux linking the jth electric circuit can be written

(2.33)

cl>jk =Lj/lk j=l, .•. ,5 (2.34)

As shown in Figure 2.4 the magnetic fluxes cl>13 ' cl>31 ' cl>14 ' cl>41 ' cl>lS ' cl>S1 must penetrate
the vacuum vessel. In these cases the differential equations describing magnetic circuits

are as follows, with the penetration time constant given by 'tk :

The flux linkage can be related to the applied voltage for each circuit by

(2.36)

2.5.2. Plasma Circuit

The resistivity for a clean hydrogen plasma has been calculated to be [35]

"11 = 1.65 x 10-9 l� (ohm-m)
Te

(2.37)

where Te is the electron temperature in keY, and Ln A is the coulomb logarithm. There

is a weak dependence on density through Ln A , which may be ignored, and Ln A can be

assumed constant ranging from 15 to 17.



(2.40)
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For a plasma with 300 eV electron temperature (typical in STOR-M), 1111 =0.17

uohm-m, The total plasma resistance is,

21tR
R =-1111p 1ta2

(2.38)

and the self inductance of the plasma is [6],

8R I·
Lll = K· 11_I1[ln(_·) - 2-8lCru-�

a 2
(2.39)

where � accounts for the effects of the transformer iron core. Using Equations (2.33),

(2.35), and (2.36) the plasma circuit equations are,

where VI is the plasma loop voltage. During equilibrium this equation can be simplified

and written as,

(2.41)

2.5.3. Equations of the Ion and Electron Energy Balance

The equations of electron and ion energy balance may be written as

d«3/2)nTj) sa; 1

--d-t-··
- +

-2-. t:
- Pei - (1 - ath)Pth = 0
I

(2.42)

d«3/2)nTe) sa, 1

d +-2---CXtll'th-Poh·+Prad+Pei=Ot te
(2.43)
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where te and ti are the electron and ion confmement times, Pob the ohmic heating power,
Ptil the turbulent heating power with Clm the fraction of turbulent heating power going to

electrons, Pei the power transfer from electrons to ions, and Ptad the power loss caused by
radiation.

The model for the plasma position which will be derived using forces and circuit

equations requires the knowledge of the plasma temperature and density variation during
normal and turbulent heating mode. Deriving plasma temperature using Equations (2.42)

and (2.43) cannot be very accurate and will add more complexity. The relation between

Ptil and plasma density and temperature should be modelled and verified experimentally.
As will be shown in Chapter 4, for the simplified form of the plasma position model, only

I.
the variation of «(3p + i) is important.

2.5.4. Vacuum Vessel Circuit

Using Equations (2.33) and (2.36), the vacuum vessel circuit equation is

dS
O=I�2 +...:...�Lulkd� .

(2.44)

The equivalent eddy current 12 generated in the vacuum vessel due to plasma movement

is [Appendix A]:

(2.45)

or

(2.46)

where Ks is a constant depending on the vacuum vessel geometry.



(2.47)
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2.5.5. Ohmic Heating Circuit

From Equations (2.33) and (2.36), the ohmic heating circuit equations are

·

<1>41 + 'tk<l>41 = L1411 (2.48)

2.5.6. External Control Field Circuit

The main control field circuit equations are

(2.49)

·

<1>31 + 'tk<l>31 =L131S (2.50)

and the feedback control field circuitequations are,

(2.51)

·

<1>51 + 'tk<l>SI =L1sl1 (2.52)

2.6. Summary

In this chapter, the basic operation of a shell-less tokamak has been described, and

various parameters that affect plasma motion have been identified. In the STOR-M

tokamak, turbulent heating significantly increases both plasma temperature and density
from those in the ohmic heating phase, and the needof fast feedback position control to

maintain plasma equilibrium has been emphasized.

In a tokamak discharge, the plasma passes through a sequence of equilibria, which

are linked together by the induction of the primary current, by the penetration of the mag
netic fields through the vacuum vessel, and by the diffusion of the pressure and toroidal

magnetic field inside the plasma. Exact solutions to this problem require the use of
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Maxwell's equations outside the plasma coupled to the Grad-Shafranov equation inside

the plasma with plasma pressure and toroidal field profiles in the presence of an iron

core. This approach requires extensive computation which tends to retard feedback

response. Instead, in this study the plasma is assumed to be a circular filamentary current

having its radius equal to the major radius of a toroidal plasma column. Furthermore, the

iron-core transformer is approximated by an infinitely long cylinder.

/
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3. System Analysis

3.1. Introduction

The equations for the forces and for the electric circuits derived in Chapter 2 involve

quantities which depend On a number of variables. In general, these equations cannot be

analyzed using linear system theory. Several tools are, however, available for analysis of

nonlinear systems. The choice of technique depends on the severity of nonlinearity and

the order of the transfer function of the system.

Quasilinear systems in which the deviation from linearity isnot too large permit the

use of a "linearizing approximation". The "describing-function" approach can be used for

nonlinear systems of any order and is. concerned with discovering limit cycles. This ap

proach simplifies the problem by assuming that the input to a nonlinear system is

sinusoidal, and the only significant frequency component of the output is that component

having the same frequency as the input. The describing-function approach is a powerful
tool when the nonlinearities due to dead zones, saturation, hysteresis, and on-off relay
control systems are concerned. The phase-plane is a useful technique for applying the

state-space approach to nonlinear systems. It is a technique for analyzing the transient

response of a nonlinear feedback control system to a step input or for solving an initial

condition problem. This method is only applicable to second order systems. Liapunov's

stability criterion and Popove's method can often be used to analyze a nonlinear system

[36]. In this work, since the plasma motion should be controlled along an equilibrium

trajectory, the "linearizing approximation" method is used.
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j(X, X, U) = 0 (3.1)
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3.1.1. Linearizing Approximations

Since the equations for the forces and the electric circuits involve terms which are

nonlinear, and the plasma motion should be controlled in a region near equilibrium,

plasma dynamics can be approximated by linear time-invariant state equations. This

model will be valid as long as the magnitude of perturbation around equilibrium is not

larger than a certain limit (generally accepted as 10%). In the turbulent heating mode this

condition will not always be true, as some plasma parameters such as temperature and

density could be doubled.

This problem can be resolved by dividing the time interval t[to,to] into several time

domains, i.e. [to,tl]' [t1''2], .....[to-l,tol and assuming that the approximation of lineariza

tion holds in each time domain.

The equations, which have been derived for forces and interacting electric circuits in

Chapter 2, can be written in a general nonlinear state equation as

where X is the state variable vector (e.g. plasma current lJ" plasma major radius R, and

plasma temperature T), and U is the control input vector (e.g. voltage across ohmic heat

ing winding Voh- and voltage across control winding Vc),

This equationmay be expanded around the equilibrium value as

• . aj aj' ajf(X, X, U) = f(X, X, U)o + (a?OBX + <a'¥oBX + (af)oOU (3.2)

where the suffix "0" denotes the values around equilibrium.



(3.7)
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3.2. Toroidal Flux Conservation

According to Ampere's law, the toroidal component of the magnetic flux density

B, can be obtained from

(3.3)

where Nt is the number of toroidal field winding turns, and � is the current. In equi

librium,

(3.4)

so

B;R = (Bt)oRo . (3.5)

Toroidal flux conservation requires that

(3.6)

Substituting (3.5) into (3.6),

which demonstrates conservation of flux in the plasma. The toroidal flux conservation

applies to time variations significantly faster than the L/R time of the toroidal field cir

cuit. In STOR-M, the L/R decay time is approximately 100 ms.
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3.3. Perturbed Equation

This section presents equations for the perturbation of the forces and electrical

parameters around the equilibrium position. For simplicity of notation, the same symbol
will be used for a perturbed quantity. Applying (3.2) to Equation (3.7),

(3.8)

Replacing 8a by a and 8R by L\H' we obtain

(3.9)

3.3.1. Plasma Expansion Force Linearization

Applying Equation (3.2) to Equations (2.17) and (2.21), the perturbed equation can

be written as

(3.10)

and by substituting the perturbed quantity ofBi

(3.11)

where

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)
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3.3.2. Perturbation in Image Field Force

Applying Equation (3.2) to Equations (2.23) and (2.24) and using the Laplace trans-

form

(3.15)

�o t Ip Ip ()jB· = -� [(_)_1 - (_)O(j)_AH + (-)O(_)_AH]zm 2x R I.rP R2 U'"" R aR U'""

or

(3.16)

where

J.1o 4Ip
B21 = P4i<1f)o(j)o

J.1o 2I/ 1 at
B22 =-Pi!-R)O(�O- [aRlo)·

(3.17)

(3.18)

3.3.3. Perturbation in Vacuum VesselEddy ..Current Force

Applying Equation (3.2) to Equations (2.25) and (2.26), the perturbation equations
for the vacuum vessel eddy current force are

(3.19)

(3.20)

Since in steady-state the second term in Equation (3.20) is equal to zero,then

(1 + tsS)Fs = B31sflH
where

(3.21)
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(3.22)

3.3.4. Perturbation in Ohmic Heating Force

Applying Equation (3.1) to Equations (2.27) and (2.28), the ohmic heating force

perturbation is given by

(3.23)
or

(3.24)

Substituting (3.24) into (3.23),

(3.25)

where

J.Lo
B41 = 41tKoh(Ioh)O'

and

(3.26)

(3.27)

3.3.5. Perturbation in External Magnetic Field Force

Applying Equation (3.1) to Equations (2.29), (2.30), (2.31), (2.32) the perturbation

equations of the external magnetic field force are given by

(3.28)

and
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since

J.1o
(1 + 't,tS)Be = 4xKle.

and

Substituting (3.30) and (3.31) into (3.28) and (3.29),

Therefore,

where

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32) .

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)
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(3.38)

3.3.6. Perturbation in Newton's Force Equation

Applying Equation (3.1) to Newton's (second law) force equation, and noting

(M)o=O, (Li)o=O, and (X)o=O,

(3.39)

Substituting Equations (3.11), (3.16), (3.21), (3.25), (3.34) and (3.35) into Equation

(3.39), the perturbation form of the force equation is

2 B21
s 6.nMo = [Bll + (1 + 'totS)

+ B41 + B51 +B61]Ip +

B22 sB31 1·
[B + + .]6. +B (A + ')12 .

(1 + 'totS) (1 + 't,sS)
tI 13"'p '2

B B B
+

42
I +

52
I +

62
I

(1 + 'totS) oh (1 + 'totS) e (1 + 'totS) c

3.3.7. Perturbation in Plasma Circuit

(3.40)

The plasma resistance and plasma inductance can be derived approximately from

the plasma loop voltage and the plasma current measurement. Using an analog proces

sor,� and� can be calculated on-line by solving

.

. dIpV/=Rl +L-ITP Pdt
(3.41)

This calculation is valid as long as the plasma resistance and inductance do not change

rapidly.

Applying perturbation analysis to Equations (2.40)-(2.41),
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.

VI = (R�clp + (Ip)oRp + (Lll)olp + (/p)(jSLll + (Lll)(jSlp +

'. .

(/p)oLu + (L12)cl2 + (I2)(jSL12 +(L12)asI2 + (/2)oL12 + s<P13 +S<P14 + s<P1S' (3.42)

·
.

(1 + 't,tS)s<P13 = (/3)oL13 + (I3)OSL13 + (L13)(jSI3 + (L13)ol3' (3.43)

·
.

(1 + 't,tS)s<P14 = (I4)oL14+ (I4)(jSL14+ (L14)OSI4 + (L14)ol4' (3.44)

and

· .

(1 + 't,tS)s<P1S = (Is)oL1S + (Is)osL1S + (L1S)OSIS + (L1s)ols' (3.45)

In the above equations under steady-state conditions,

• • • 0 •

(L11)O=(L12)O= (L13)O=(L14)O=(L1S)O=0 (3.46)

Similar to equation (2.39),

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

Substituting Equations (3.43)-(3.50) into (3.42)

A28 +A29s
VI = (Rp + sLp)(/p)O + [(Rp)O +s(Lp)o1Ip + [A26 + A27s + (1 + 't,tS)

]�H

+ (L ) t. +.
(L13)OS

J +
(L14)OS

J +
(L1S)OS

I
12 OS 2 (1 + 't,tS) e (1 + 't,tS) oh (1 + 't,tS)

c
(3.51)
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The current 12 is the eddy current which is generated in the vacuum vessel due to varia

tions in plasma current and plasmamovement. Applying (3.2) to (2.46),

or,

(3.52)

where

.

A26 = (I2)oLl'2d
A27 = (l2)oLl2d

. . .

A28 = (Ie)oL13d + (loh)oLl4d + (lc)L15d
A29 = (lc)oL13d + (loh)oLl4d + (lc)L15d

(3.53)
(3.54)

(3.55)
(3.56)

3.3.8. Perturbation in Vacuum Vessel Circuit

Applying Equation (3.2) to Equation (2.44)� the vacuum vessel circuit perturbation

equation is

.

o = (L12)rrslp + L1U<(lp)o + s(Ip>o)IlH
+ (R2 + s�2)/2 + Lz3sle + Lz4sIoh +�5s1c (3.57)

3.3.9. Perturbation in OH Circuit

Applying Equation (3.2) to Equations (2.47), (2.48)

V =
s(L14)O

I + L [(Ip)o + s(Ip)ol�oh (1 + 'totS) p 14d (1 + 'totS)
H

+ Lz4s12 + L34sIe + (R4 + sL44)IOh + (L45)sIc (3.58)
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3.3.10. Perturbation in External Control Field Circuit

Applying Equation (3.2) to Equations (2.49)-(2.51)
.

s(L13)O [(lp)O + s(Ip)olV = I +Ll3d AHe (1 + totS) p (1 + totS)
+�3sI2 + (R3 + s�3)Ie + L34sIoh + (L3S)sIc (3.59)

and

V = s(L1S)OI +L S [(Ip)O+S(Ip)olA
c (1 + totS) p 1 a (1 + totS) H

+ L2SsI2 + L3SSIe + L4SsIOh + (RS + sLss)lc' (3.60)

3.4. Summary

In this chapter, -perturbation equations for the forces and electric circuits of a

tokamak plasma near the equilibrium position have been developed. During the OH

mode, the parameters of these equations are constant, while after the 1H pulse some of

them become time varying. These variations must be estimated as will be discussed in

Chapter4. The equilibrium values ofthe model parameters are included in Appendix A.
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4. Plasma Position Model and Control Strategy

4.1. Introduction

Studying the behaviour of the plasma displacement and the design of a control sys
tem requiresa model. While a complicated model is useful for a detailed study of the

performance of the control system, a simplified model can also be used when the be

haviour of the system around an operating point is of interest. In this chapter, the perfor
mance of the system based on a simplified plasma position model will be studied. Also,

based on the mode of operation (i.e, OH or TH), a classical or modem control strategy

will be considered for suitability towards controlling the plasma position.

4.2. Approximate Model for Plasma Position

Equations (3.40),(3.51),(3.57),(3.58),(3.59) and (3.60) form a plasma perturbation
model of a tokamak, For small plasma parameter perturbations around equilibrium,

quantities Ve, Ie' Voh- and lob can be assumed zero and the resulting model in vector

matrix form is

.0 Pu 0 PIS Pl6 � Pl7
Vl P21 P22 P25 P26 � 0

I,=

+ (�p + 2)0 P31 P32 P3S P36 � 0

Vc P61 P62 P6S P66 4 0

Referring to equation (3.40),

(4.1)

B21
Pn =Bll + +B41 +BS1 +B61(1 + 't�)

BS2
P 13

=

-(1-+-'t-�-)'
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B42
P14 = (1 +'t,tS)'

B62
PIS =

(1 + 'totS)'

P _ B +
B22

+
sB31 2M16

-

12 (1 + 'totS) (1 + 'totS)
s 0'

and

Refening to Equation (3.51)

(L13)as
P23 = (1 + 'totS)'

(LI4)as
P'}A=--(1 + 'totS)'

(L1S)as
P25

=

-(1-+-'t-,tS-)"

and

Refening to Equation (3.57),
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P34 =�S,
P3S =�SS,

and

.

P36 = L1'2i(/p)o + s(/p)o)O·

Referring to Equation (3.59),

s(L13)O
P41 = -(l-+-t-�-)'

and

.

L13i(/p)o + S(/p)o1oP46 = (1 + totS)
•

Referring to Equation (3.58),

S(LI4)O
PSI = (1 +'t,tS)'

PS2=�S,
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and

Referring to Equation (3.60),

S(L15)O
P61 = (1 + tts)'

P61. =�5s,

P65 = (R5 + sL55),
and

Finally, referring to Equation (3.S2b)

P72 = (1 + ts),
and

Equation (4.1) can be used for the plasma position computer simulation. Since the

order of the characteristic equation of the solution will be very high, such a complex
solution is not very useful for stability analysis of the plasma position control system.

For these reasons a simplified approximate solution must be considered.
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4.2.1. Plasma Position in Laplace Transform Notation

From Equation (4.1), the Laplace transfer function of the plasma position can be

derived. By assuming �= 0, which is true in the equilibrium state during the OH phase

and after the TH pulse, and assuming � as a control input, the simplified model can be

derived from the equation

The order of this system is four, and the highest order terms ofEquation (4.2) are directly

proportional to Mo- Since the plasma mass Mo is extremely small, of the order of

10-6 gram, its presence in the Laplace transfer function gives rise to a group of high fre

quency roots, which are in the range of 1 MHz. In the time domain these roots give rise

to variations with time constants of the order of a few JlS. Since the frequency response
of any controller is limited by the vacuum vessel penetration time constant (ofthe order

of a few ms), these high frequency variations will be controlled passively by the shell

effect of the vacuum vessel.

As the plasma mass Mo approaches zero, the high frequency roots approach infinity,
and the remaining low frequency roots can be determined from Equation (4.2) by letting

Mo equal zero.

Since the low frequency roots are closer to the imaginary axis than the high fre

quency one resulting from a nonzero Mo in the s-plane, and these poles correspond to

transient response terms which decay slowly, these poles will dominate in the transient

response.

Letting MO be equal to zero in Equation (4.2),

(4.3)

where
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Gp(S) =
qls + qo

,

il+P1s+PO
G1(S) = q2(1 + 't/tf)Gp(s), (4.4)

B62 (4.5)qO= (B12'ts +B31)'tk
,

B62'ts (4.6)ql = (BI2'ts +B31)'tk
,

P1=
B12('ts + 'tkl +B22'ts +B31 (4.7)

(BI2'ts +B31)'tk
,

B12 +B22 (4.8)PO= (BI2'ts +B31)'tk
and

P17 (4.9)q2=-·B62

The simplified block diagram ofEquation (4.3) is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2. The State-Space Technique

In the analysis of a system via the state-space approach, the system is characterized

by a set of first-order differential or difference equations. Using this technique, system

analysis and design can be accomplished by solving a set of first order equations rather

than a single, higher order equation. It is important to emphasize that state variables are

not necessarily system outputs and may not always be accessible, measurable, observable

or controllable. The representation of the dynamics of the system which was described

by Equation (4.3), in the continuous state-space form is

.

X(t) = AX(t) +Bu(t)
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I (t)_�
c

Control
Current

6 H(t)
Plasma

Displacement

Figure 4.1: Plasma Position Open Loop Control System BlockDiagram.

yet) = cxu, + d(t) (4.10)

where

B =[:]

u(t) = Ic(t) , and

yet) = �Jl..t).

I.

d(t) is the plasma displacement due to changes in (�p + i) which can be determined
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through transfer function 0l(s). The block diagram of the simplified perturbation of the

plasma position in state-space form is shown in Figure 4.2.

CONTROL
CURRENT

(s3p + �i )

Figure 4.2: The BlockDiagram of theSimplified Plasma Position Perturbation
Model in State-Space Form.

4.3. Control Strategy

The model which has been derived in Section (4.1) will be used to simulate the

plasma motion behaviour. Based on these results, the overall control system will be

designed.

In the ohmic heating mode, parameters of the model described by Equation (4.3) are

constant around the equilibrium state and because it can be described by a linear time..

invariant model, a classical approach will be sufficient. Since in this case the controller

parameters are constant during equilibrium, an analog controller can perform the task.

After the turbulent heating pulse, the parameters of the model become time varying, so

that in this case a self tuning digital adaptive controller has to be considered to overcome

the structural disturbances in the model which are created due to the TH pulse

[37,38,39,40,41].
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The simplified analog feedback control system block diagram is shown in Figure
4.3 , where Gc(s), Gd(s) and Gp(s) are the Laplace transfer functions of the controller,

driver and tokamak plasma position model respectively �

(P +.!i)p 2

Gd(S) --

Figure 4.3: The BlockDiagram of the Plasma Position FeedbackControl System

4.3.1. PID-Controller

One of the most widely used controllers in the design of analog or digital feedback

control systems is the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) Controller. Figure 4.4

shows the block diagram of a continuous-data PID controller acting on an error signal

e(t)with a constant gain �. The integral control multiplies the integral of e(t) by a gain
factor (lffi), and the derivative control generates a signal which is proportional to the

time derivative of the error signal with again ofTd.

An analog PID controller is described by
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e(s) u(s).

Figure 4.4: The BlockDiagram of an Analog PID Controller

(4.11)

There are several ways to implement a digital PID controller as is discussed further in

Chapter 5.

4.3.1.1. Design Methods for·PID-Control Algorithms

There are various methods for designing or tuning PID-Controllers. Pole Placement,

using the Cancellation Principle, and Parameter Optimization are well known design

methods, and the Ultimate Sensitivity method or the Transient-Response method is the

standard tuning procedure [42,43,44.45].

The Pole Placement method is based on properly assigned closed loop poles of the

characteristic equation (1+Gc(s)Gd(s)Gp(s)=O). However, this design depends on the

proper placement of selected poles, which is, at least in the z-domain (digital systems),

mostly done on a trial and error basis. In general, these parameters are not calculated

uniquely and therefore, it is not a straight forward design method.

In the case of the Cancellation Principle method, controller parameters are selected

such that the closed loop transfer function matches the desired one [43]. These techniques
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are characterized by rapid design but are restricted to processes which can be modelled

by a second order system without dead time and have either stable poles or zeros or both.

Hence, the range of applicability is rather limited.

Application of tuning rules is mostly based on characteristic values of step

responses or closed loop oscillations at the stability limit [46, 47]. It is known that bothof

the tuning procedures need fine tuning once the initial settings are found. Because of the

nature of plasma, these tuning procedures disturb the plasma and increase undesireable

plasma impurities through plasma-wall interaction. Hence, these techniques are not

recommended.

The parameters of some digital controllers, for example, Dead-Beat controllers, can

be determined with rather small computational effort because there exist simple relation

ships between the process and controller parameters [48,49]. The objective is that the

response of the system reaches its desired value as quickly as possible, e.g. within one

sampling interval. As will be shown in Section 5.5, these kinds of controllers demand a

large amount of control input which requires amore sophisticated control driver circuit.

The preceding short discussion of the design methods shows that they have limited

applications, and therefore a design methodis required which is more suitable to plasma

position control.

4.3.1.2. A PID-Controllerwith Parameter Optimization

One way to determine the control parameters of a PID algorithm is to minimize a

performance index J which for an analog controller is

(4.12)

by setting



(4.13)
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where Karuuog = [�, uri' Td ]T, are the controller parameters and x, is a weighting

factor.

For a digital controller,

J =� (il(k) + Kuu2(k))
and

(4.14)

aJ
=0

aKdigital
(4.15)

where Kwgital = [Ko, Kt·, K2 ]T. The � factor is for the control effort which limits the

power that the control driver should provide. This factor can be selected according to the

required control behaviour, and generally 0<Ku<0.1 means "Tight Control" and

0.1<�<1.0 means ''Loose Control".

This parameter optimization technique can be applied to both analog and digital

controllers, of any controller order, if a unique optimal controller parameter set exists.

Since a direct calculation of the optimal controller parameters is possible only for very

low order processes and controllers, the.parameter optimization generally has to be per

formed numerically. The procedures then consist of two parts, the calculation of the per

formance criterion J and the optimization of controller parameters.

4.3.1.3. Calculation of the Performance Criterion

Parseval's Theorem [50] will be used to find the system's performance index J in

terms of its controller parameters. The application of Parseval's Theorem for an analog

or digital system involves the following equations:

1 J
c-t-joo 1

J
c-t-joo

Janalog = -2' .

E(s)E(-s)ds + Ku-2. .

U(s)U(-s)ds
'It] C-JOO 'It] C-JOO

(4.16)
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Jdigital
= 2�jJE(z)E(-z)z-ldz + KU2�JiU(Z)U(-z)c1dz (4.17)

The advantage of the s-plane or z-domain approach over the time domain is that the total

time response is taken into account, however; they can only be used if the calculated

closed loop is asymptotically stable. For higher order systems, calculation of J is rather

difficult although there are tables which can be used [51, 52].

4.4. Parameter Identification

Parameter identification can be formulated as an optimization problem, where the

best model is the one that fits the data according to a given criterion. It can be performed
on-line or off-line. The on-line methods give estimates recursively as the measurements

are obtained. If there are time constraints, off-line methods give estimates with higher

precision and are more reliable, for instance, in terms of convergence. Most identifica

tion methods require persistent exciting inputs for faster convergence. In the case of the

plasma position control system in the STOR-M tokamak and during actual experiments,
this maynot be possible,because not only could it move the plasma toward the wall and

increase impurities in the plasma, but also, it could affect the other plasma diagnostics

like those for temperature and density. For this reason and also due to the timerequire
ment of most estimation methods, an off-line identification will be considered in this

work.

4.4.1. Least-Squares Method

The Least-Squares method is a major tool for parameter identification using ex

perimental data. Although there are several other estimation methods available, such as

Maximum-Likelihood, Kalman Filtering and so on, the Least-Squares method is more

common than others, and in fact many estimation algorithms that are used for system

identification can be interpreted as Least-Squares procedures [53,54,55,56,57].

The equivalent discrete version of the plasma position model which has been

described by Equation (4.3) can be described by a 2nd order difference equation,
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where y(k) and u(k) are the samples of the system's input and output signals (i.e . .1H(k)
and le(k», al ,� ,bo ,bl ,b2 are system parameters which are to be identified, and e(k) is

the measurement error. Since there is a sequence of data [y(k),u(k)] for k=l,2•.... ,(n+N),

a system ofN equations can be set up as (assume N»2n, where n is the order of the

system)

y=xe+E (4.19)

where

e = [aI' �. bOt bl• b21T
Y = [y(n+1), .....• , y(n+N)]T
E = [e(n+1), , e(n+N)]T

The identification approach was first suggested by Kalman [58] where e will be

chosen so as to minimize the error function J;

n+N

J = L e2(k) = ETE.
k=+l

(4.20)

Then the estimated e is given by,

(4.21)

4.5. Simulation Results

The parameters of the plasma position perturbation model are given byEquations

(4.5) through (4.9). The quantity B22 is a measure of the iron-core contribution to the

total vertical field through the plasma current image field. This value depends on the

iron-core geometry and its hysteresis curve. For a high resistance plasma (i.e. cold

plasma), the loop voltage VI is relatively high which causes the flux in the iron core to be

-.-�------�---------
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consumed faster than during a.normal discharge, and the operating point on the hysteresis

curve changes rapidly with time. At the end of the discharge this can take the iron-core

into saturation. For the saturation region, B22 is equal to zero. The parameter BI2
L

.

depends on the quantity (�p +�) which can vary from 0.5 for a low energy plasma to 2.5

for a high energy plasma.

The root locus of the plasma position model transfer function is shown in Figure

4.5" For the case ofO<p"l and (�p + i)E;1.5, one of the roots is on the right hand side of

the imaginary axis in the s-plane which makes the system (without controller) unstable.

The reason for this unstable root lies in the profile of the Image Field. Upon the acciden

tal displacement of the plasma toward the iron-core;this field becomes stronger whereas

it gets weaker if the plasma moves out. This behaviour makes the system unstable.

Figure 4.5 (c) shows the case for an air-core in which there is no unstable root.

The steady state gain (q<Y'PO) is proportional to �, the control winding gain, which

must be maximized through proper winding location, and is inversely proportional to the

plasma current. This means that for the sameamount ofplasma displacement, the control

driver must provide more current for higher plasma current. This can be justified in that

for larger plasma current, the main preprogrammed vertical. field Be· (see Equation 2.21)

is larger, so Be should be larger too. Multiplying the control action signal u(t) by the

plasma current signallp makes the open loop steady-state gain independent of the plasma

current and this simplification provides better control.

4.5.1. Control System Simulation

The expected parameters of the plasma position control system are given inAppen

dix A. In this simulation a PID controller based on Equation ·(4.11) and a control driver

with a gain ofKd and time constant of td have been used. The most severe condition on

I.

the control system is the rapid change in the quantity (�p + �) due to the application of the

turbulent heating pulse.

One of the most important parameters in the design of the plasma position controller

is the time delay which is present in the system. The vacuum vessel and control driver
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Figure 4.5: TheRoot Locus of the Plasma Position Open Loop Control System,
11when 0.5�(�p + 2)�2.0.

time constants produce time delays in the system which create phase lag, affecting the

performance of the system. Figure 4.6 illustrates the system reaction for a 0.2 change in
/.

(�p + i) for different control driver time constants. For the case td=O.35 ms, the system

response is faster than the other cases when td is 0.7 or 1.4 ms. But in all cases, the time

required for the plasma to move back-to within +l- 5·mm of the equilibrium position is

less than 2 ms. This shows firstly, that the driver circuit should be able to provide at least

400 A within 2 ms and secondly, that the response of the system is relatively insensitive

to changes in the time constant of the driver circuit. This will be used as a guide for the

control driver circuit design. The performance of the system, for different PID gain set

tings, is shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). For higher values of the gain. the system shows

an overshoot but settles down faster at the expense of more control effort (i.e. Ic(t».
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Finally, the response of the system due to a 2.5 mm change in the reference input R(t),
and the required current are shown in Figure 4.8. In this section the Computer-Aided
Control System Design [CONSYD] package [59] on the Vax machine has been used for

simulation, and the procedure for using it is shown in Appendix B.

4.6. Summary

This chapter has discussed the study of the plasma position in a tokamak using a

simplified model. The Laplace transform version of the model shows that there are un

stable roots which are due to the presence of the iron-core. The simulation results

employing a PID controller have shown that the plasma position is rather insensitive to

the variation in the time constant of the driver system; the driver also should be able to

provide +/- 800 A, and be capable of changing at a rate of about 200 Nms. These results

will be used as a guideline to design the control system in the next chapter.
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5. Plasma Position Control

5.1. Introduction

For a discharge with constant plasma parameters during the discharge (i.e, constant

plasma current, temperature, density, etc.) the plasma position perturbation model also

has constant parameters during ohmic heating, so a conventional analog PID controller

based on the classical control scheme can be implemented. The plasma position proces

sor, control driver circuitry and an analog controllerwill be described in this chapter.

5.2. Plasma Position Measurement

I.
. Accurate measurement of plasma position R=Ro+dH and (�p +�) are very impor-

tant for plasma position control and for the analysis of experimental data. Magnetic field
measurements using probes are usually considered for these measurements [60,61,62].

I.

Generally, accurate estimation of R and (�p +�) from magnetic probes is possible for

low �p plasma. In a high �p plasma. however, the local perturbed magnetic field due to

the feedback controller and TH significantly affects the distribution of the poloidal mag
netic field. Using more magnetic probe signals from around the vacuum vessel, or mag

netic flux measurements for determining the plasma position, are considered effective

methods for high �p plasma [63, 64]. Since major radii of numerically calculated mag

netohydro dynamic equilibria for the tokamak plasma agree within a few millimeters

with values derived from an analytical formula based on a large aspect-ratio and circular

cross-section approximation [60], the use of this formula is adequate for plasma position
measurement in the STOR-M machine. Also, the magnetic probe signals must be com

pensated for unwantedmagnetic fields using compensation circuits.

In STOR-M, four magnetic probes are located on the circular contour of radius
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rm=17 em to detect the tangential component of the magnetic field Be as shown in Figure
5.1.

z

� Iron-Core

Probe

Vacuum Vessel

Figure 5.1: Magnetic Probe Locations in the STOR-M Tokamak.

Magnetic probes are also located above and below this contour (I1 to detect the

radial components of the magnetic field Bp. The geometrical centre of the outermost

magnetic surface of a plasma, R is defmed as R=Ro +AH ,where Ro is the major radius

of the vacuum vessel and AH is the horizontal plasma shift from Ro. In this case the

tangential and normal components of the magnetic field on the contourr can bewritten

to the first order of the inverse aspect ratio (aIR) as follows [6],

(5.1)
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�p a a2 2R08H.
Bp =- 41tR [In;:- + (A + 1/2)(� - 1) + 2] smeo m � �

(S.2)

1.

�H and (�p +�) can be obtained from equations (S.l) and (S.2) as,

(S.3)

and

(S.4)

I.
where A = (�p + .�) -1 , and

<Be> = Be(e = 0) - Be(e = 1t)
1t 31t

<Bp> =Bp(e ="2) -Bp(e ='2)

(S.S)

(S.6)

S.2.1. Magnetic Field Sensor Design

Sensors are a most Important part of a control system, and must be designed to meet

certain requirements. Each magnetic probe which is to be used for sensing the field due

to the plasma current [6S, 66, 67, 68], is made with about 460 turns of 0.1 mm diameter

(AWG 34) wire wound onto. a cylindrical Teflon former. The resulting probe has a

length of 6 mm and an average radius of 3.S mm. The parameters of the position-sensing
coils are given in Table S.l. With 10 meters of coaxial cable (RG-S8U) [69] and a 2

Kohm termination; the frequency response linearity extends to 200 kHz which is suf

ficiently high with respect to the vacuum vessel penetration time constant tk ( 28 Jl.s in
STOR-M).
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Magnetic Probe Out In Up Down

R (Ohm) 23.5 23.1 22.9 22.8

L (mH) 0.95 0.99 0.93 0.94

Table 5.1: Parameters of the Position-Sensing Coils.

Due to imperfect winding and unavoidable tilting of the coils when mounting , un

wanted magnetic fields are also picked up. To eliminate these components, a passive

compensation circuit was constructed (Figure 5.2). It has been found that sensitivity of

the circuit to noise is much smaller using passive circuits before final integration rather

than using active components for compensation. This circuit uses Rogowski coils

[70, 71, 72] to determine the waveforms of the currents producing the unwanted mag

netic fields, and then adds these signals with appropriate amplitude and polarity, to the

affected magnetic coil signals to cancel the unwanted portions.
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Compensation
Rogowski Coil

Magnetic Probe
Coil

20 m

..-- �Coaxial (z=50 Ohm)

Output

Figure S.2: Compensation Circuit.

Pickup due to the toroidal field is usually the source of the largest unwanted signal
in this machine. On STOR-M, it was necessary to cancel this component from all mag

netic probes. It was not possible to cancel the contribution from the OH leakage field

since this quantity is a complicated function of the changing iron core magnetization due

to hysteresis. Since this field is very small, it can be ignored. The comer :frequency of

the compensation circuit determines the upper limit for the coil-compensation circuit

combination and was to be found to be 100 kHz.

The probe signals, which are proportional to the derivative of actual magnetic field
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signals, are integrated with active, offset control, gated integrators, which are capable of

driving a 50 ohm. load. The block diagram of the integrator circuit is shown in Figure
5.3. The RC time constant is 1.3 ms and the frequency response is linear from 5 Hz to

200kHz.

Trigger

Input
Output

-
.

Driver

Figure 5.3: Block Diagram of an Analog Integrator.

5.2.2. Plasma Position Processor

An analog processor circuit based on Equation (5.3) has been designed for on line

processing of the plasma position. A block diagram for this circuit is shown in Figure
5.4. The circuit uses an integrated circuit (Analog Devices AD533) for performing divi

sion, and divides in two quadrants, This device provides excellent AC performance, with

a typical small signal bandwidth of 1 MHz, full power bandwidth of 750 kHz, and slew

rate of 45 VlJ.Ls. For plasma current above 5 kA, the error is 3%, but below this current

the error increases. Since the plasma current during normal operation can be as high as

40 kA, this error would not affect the plasma position measurement significantly,
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Be (out)
K

Be (in)

B,q_(u_p)_--.
o

o

B (down)
P_-----'

Plasma
Position

Ip_-- .......J

Figure 5.4: Plasma Position Processor Block Diagram.

5.3. Control Field Current Driver System

5.3.1. ControlWinding Location

For better plasma position control, it is necessary that the magnetic field profile
which is generated by the control winding be uniform and at the same time the location

of the windings should not interfere with the other components of the machine. Also, due

to practical constraints, there is always an unwanted radial field being generated by this

winding which should be kept as small as possible. For this purpose, a computer

program was written to compute the flux surfaces and equi-magnetic field surfaces due to

current in these windings around an iron-core transformer. After many runs, using a trial

and error method, the best location of the control winding was determined. The location

is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 5.5 shows the flux surfaces and equi-magnetic field sur

faces for one set of the windings. Actually, there are three identical sets of windings
which are connected in series..Therefore the actual magnetic field is three times stronger

than those shown in Figure 5.5.
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EOUI FLUX SURFACES

35 40 45 50 55 70
r(cm)

. A�0.20, 8�O.l8, C-0.16 .0-0.14, E-0.12, F-O.IO, G-0.08, H-0.06. 1-0.04, J�0.02

(I0�5Wb/A)
EOUI 8Z SURFACES

35 40 45 50 55 60 65
r(cm)

A-0.024, 8-0.0235, C�0.023, 0-0.0225,E-0.022, F-0.0215 ,G-0.02I, H-0.0205,
1-0.02. J-0.0195 (10-4T/A)

70

.

EOUI 8R SURFACES

z(cm)

35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
r(cm)

A -0.005. 8-0.0035, C - 0.002 • 0 -0.0005, E +0.001, F +0.0025. G +0.004,
H +0.0055 • r +0.007. J +0.0085 (Icr4TIA)

Figure 5.5: (a) Equi...F1ux Surfaces, (b) Equi-Bz Surfaces
, and (c) Equi-B, Surfaces ofControl winding.
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5.3.2. Control Field Current Driver

According to the simulation result in Section 4.5, the driver circuit should be able to

supply +/- 800 A at a slew rate of 200 Nms. There are two main approaches for design

ing such a power supply. The first is utilizing a DC power supply [73] and switching
techniques using a transistor bank, and the second is phase control, using thyristors and 3

phase AC power. Simplified circuits based on these methods are shown in Figure 5.6.

In the first method, batteries are used, while in the thyristor control, a 3 phase power
source is used as a power supply. While it appears that the second method is simpler, and

uses fewer components than the first one, it generates more ripple due to 60 Hz power

line frequency. Thyristor control also increases the mathematical complexity of the

analysis while contributing little to the basic understanding of the requirements of mag
netic control field drive. In any case, such drives are practical for large experimental
tokamak reactors, though not for the STOR-M tokamak which has a maximum possible

discharge duration of only 200 ms.

In order to implement the switching technique, the control signals u(t), are quantized

by linear discriminators based on 3914N generators, and the resulting On/Off signals are

distributed to optically isolated drivers which turn on the output power transistors. Each

module is able to generate + 400 A and has 40 transistors of each polarity. bussed on

water-cooled heat sinks, with emitter resistors for negative current feedback. A single
module switches 400 A in lOA steps powered from + 30 Volt batteries shunted by low

inductance capacitors to protect the batteries from surges due to plasma disruption and

turbulent coupling to the feedback windings. Two of these modules provide 800 A. The

step response of this system was measured and is shown in Figure 5.7.

The response time of the driver. depends on the L/R time constant of the circuit

given by
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+30 V -------- _

,11---+--_

Driver+

Driver-

-30 V��--�-------�-�

(a)

Ie
••

Ie
...

(b)

Figure 5.6: The Simplified Circuits for Driver System. (a) Transistor Control, and
(b) Thyristor Control.
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Figure S.7: The Measured Step Response of the Driver Circuit for Different Load
Demands.

(5.7)

where Lc and Rc are the control winding inductance and resistance respectively, Re is

the feedback resistance, and n is the number of switches (transistors) which are on at any

instant.

It is clear from this expression that the rise time is dependent on the number of

transistors that are switched on (i.e., the current demand). At low current demand, the

response is much faster than at high current demand. This effect is ..demonstrated in

Figure 5.7, where the response of the drivercircuit to a pulse input is shown for various

current demands. For a low demand (less than 100 A), the time constant is about 100 J.1s,

whereas for a 400 A demand, the time constant is greater than 2 ms. This nonlinear

behaviour produces greater phase lag for large current demand (large plasma movement)
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which will affect the closed loop response. It should be noted that during declining cur

rent the situation is more complicated, but the decay time is much shorter and does not

limit the response. Also, time varying loads on the driver circuit due to mutual-coupling
between feedback windings and other windings and the plasma itself make it more dif

ficult not only to model the driver from first principles but also to determine its model

parameters experimentally under normal operating conditions. Rather than do so, the

supply has been modelled with simpler linear transfer functions and with a fixed time

constant, which can be estimated reasonably well. Although this approach to power

supply modelling is approximate, it can be justified since the essential AC effect of the

supply (the introduction of the phase lag, or delay) is adequately simulated by the linear

transfer function described by Equation (5.7(b». As has been shown in Section 4.5, the

closed loop response of the system is relatively insensitive to the expected range of varia

tion in the time constant.

5.4. Ohmic Heating Mode

5.4.1. Plasma Discharge

A tokamak discharge can be divided into a number of different phases, each of

which may be characterized by different physical phenomena. One such division is as

follows: gas breakdown, plasma formation, current build up, steady state, current decay,
and discharge termination. Operation may be optimized for each phase. While the

plasma position is controlled during the first 3 stages by preprogramming, and by in

duced eddy current in the vacuum vessel, it will be controlled through feedback control

during the steady-state. Figure 5.8 shows a typical plasma discharge and its different

phases in the STOR-M tokamak.

5.4.2. Analog PID Controller

Proportional control alone has several drawbacks. The output of the system never

reaches its desired value and at high gain there will be overshoot and oscillation. Adding

Integral control will improve steady state performance, but in general it does not improve
and may even degrade transient performance. Improperly applied, it can produce an un-
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Figure 5.8: Typical Plasma DischargeWaveforms (OHMode).
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stable control system. Finally for improving transient response, a derivative control can

also be added. In practice, pure derivative control is not implemented, since thismode is

sensitive to noise, and a modified version is used.

For the PID controller, there are many forms for implementation. Figure 5.9 shows

different PID structures, which can be used in either continuous or discrete time. The

structure in Figure 5.9 (b) has the advantage that the controller does not give a large
control signal in response to step changes in the reference signal. This is the structure of

the controller seen most often in the literature. The "set-point-on I only" controller in

Figure 5.9(c), is less commonly used. The filter for the derivative part can be used in a

different way and is implemented in the form of

(5.8)

where N is often in the range 3-10.

It is also possible to filter all three parts of the controller or only the proportional
and thederivative parts. The latter will, for instance, attenuate high frequency measure

ment noise. Since a regulator with integral action is an unstable system (because it has a

pole at zero), its unstable mode can give rise to difficulties under certain circumstances.

Reset windup or integrator saturation can occur if the output saturates and the controller

continues to integrate the error. The output of the integrator can then assume large
values, and it can take a long time to get back to the normal range' again. This problem is
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Figure 5.9: Different Structures for PID Controller Implementation.
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automatically avoided when the velocity fonn of the algorithm is used, because the in

tegration stops automatically when the output is limited. To use the position form, the

integrator is turned on just before the desired time, and its pole at zero is slightly shifted

to the left by adding a large resistor in parallel to its capacitor. Then the integral action

can be written in the form

(5.9)

Theoretical and measured responses of integral and derivative actions are in good

agreement The overall transfer function of the controller can be written in the form

(5.10)

5.4.3. System Performance

The primary measure of the performance of the controller is its ability to keep the

plasma at the desired position while applying disturbances. Applying the technique
which was described in Chapter 4, referring to Figure 4.3, using Equation (5.10) and as

I.

suming that the variation in the plasma position due to changes in (�p +�) is Ap(t), then

(5.11)

(5.12)

With the expected change in A�(t) modeled as a 2 mm step change, the parameters of the

controller are as follows:

� = 1.5,

� = 2.0, Ti = 5.6 ms,

Kd = 0.01, Td = 18 ms, and
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Kg = 0.5 (control effort).

Figure 5.10 shows the plasma position control performance in STOR-M using the

above controller parameters. As is illustrated in Figure 5.10, approximately at t=20 mil

liseconds the plasma position begins moving outwards and the controller is unable to

compensate this effect due to low plasma density.

In this experiment the filling pressure was relatively low, 7.6x 10-5 torr, and also

gas puffing had not been utilized. Because of the-low density, the electrons can be easily
accelerated and become runaway electrons. Even though the plasma density in equi
librium is greater than at the end of the discharge, the temperature of runaway electrons is

I
much higher which results in a higher 'value of (�p +�). The analog controller which has

been tuned for the plasma parameters shown inAppendix [A] becomes untuned. Byex

amining the steady-state gain of the plasma position model, this can be verified. This

gain is given by (%"Po) which is equal to (-B621'(B12+B22» and the magnitude of B12
increases with increasing (�p +�) proportionally to the plasma energy. Consequently the

steady-state gaindecreases with the increase in the plasma energy, so the controller gain
should be increased to compensate for this effect. It is difficult toaccomplish this with

an analog controller. The same argument can also be applied to plasma temperature

variations.

Several runs have been made on the STOR-M tokamak. at higher plasma densities

than in Figure 5.10 with and without the control system in operation. The plasma dis

charge without the controller lasts less than 10 ms, while with the controller a discharge
can often last as long as 200 ms, the design limit for the machine.

For identifying the parameters of the plasma position perturbation model, movement

of the plasma due toa 5 ms pulse with 2.5 mm.amplitude applied at the-reference input of

the controller has been measured. The position and the control current waveform are

shown in Figure 5.11.

The current waveform had enough features for the parameter identification method

described in Chapter 4 to be successfully applied. The results have been confirmed with
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the CONSYD package and estimated parameters of the plasma position perturbation
model are Qo=-2900,QI =-1.5, PI =3.1xl04,andpo=1.0x1Q7. These parameters

will be used to design the digital controller for the TH mode.

The measured pulse response of the plasma is in close agreement with simulation

results that have been shown in Figure 4.8. This agreement supports the Validity of the

model developed in Chapter 4 and used for simulation.

5.5. Turbulent Heating Mode
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!
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Figure 5.12: TypicalPlasma Discharge waveforms (TH Mode).

A typical plasma current and a turbulent heating pulse are shown in Figure 5.12.

The current increment due to the TH pulse can be as high as 20 kA. As has been

described in Section 4.3, the plasma position can be controlled by an adaptive digital
controller in the turbulent heating mode.' A digital controller is a signal processing sys

tem that executes algebraic algorithms inherent to the control of. feedback systems.
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Together with the plant (i.e. tokamak) and signal acquisition circuitry, the digital con

troller makes up a digital control system such as the one shown in Figure 5.13.

Set
Digital
ontrolle

Process

Figure 5.13: Digital Control System BlockDiagram.

Digital controllers have many advantages over analog ones, for example, the ability
to implement advanced control algorithms with software rather than special purpose
hardware (i.e, the self tuning.regulator (STR). optimal controller, gain scheduling, etc.),

the ability to change the design without changing the hardware, and increased noise im

munity.

Alternative methods exist for designing digital controllers. A commonly used

method of designing a digital control system is to first design an equivalent analog con

trol system using oneof the well known design procedures. For example, the principle of

an analog PID control can be applied to digital control.

5.s.1.L Digital Simulation

There are many possible ways of representing a continuous data system with a digi..

talmodel. In general, there are three methods which are being used insertion of a sample
and hold device in the continuous-data system, numerical integration, and z-transform

approximation.

Although in principle the digital modeling methods just mentioned are straightfor-
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ward, two important considerations are in order under actual applications. The first con

cern is the selection of the. appropriate sampling period, and the second is stability. In

fact, even if a continuous-data system is stable, the digitalmodel is not necessarily stable.

The conversion from continuous transfer functions to their discrete forms can be

done using the bilinear transformation. Applying the bilinear transformation given by

2z-1
s=--.-

Tz+1
(5.13)

to the continuous plasma position model described by Equation (4.3), and the driver

model described by Equation (5.7(b»; the equations which describe the discrete model

become:

X(k+l) =A1X(k) + Bl1c(k) I

AH(k) = C1X(k) + A�(k) (5.14)

where

X(k) = [X1(k),X2(k)]T,

and

C1=[Qa,Qi]·

Also for the driver circuit,

(5.15)

These equations will be used in the digital simulations, and in the digital controller

design. The block for the discrete system diagram is shown in Figure 5.14.
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u(k)

Figure 5.14: Block Diagram of the PlasmaPosition Open Loop Discrete Control
System.

5.5.1.2. Digital AdaptiveControl Strategy

The block diagram of the adaptive control system used for the turbulent heating
mode is shown in Figure 5.15. The adaptive control can be thoughtof as a system com

posed of two loops; the inner loop consists of the process (i.e. plasma position) and a

conventional linear feedback regulator.' The parameters of the digital controller arc ad

justed by the outer loop, which is composed of a recursive parameter estimator and a

design calculation (see Section 4.3.1.2). In the case of the STOR-M tokamak, in which

the plasma duration is of the order of 100 ms, and there arc time constraints which are

much smaller than the time required for on-line identification of the system parameters,
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an off-line least squares error method was used. The parameters which have been

determined in this way are used to design new controller gains for different time inter

vals.

Process Parameters

Parameter
IdentificationDesign

Controller
Gains

Digital
Controller

R(k)
Process

H(k)

u(k)

Figure 5.lS: Adaptive Control System Block Diagram.

5.5.1.3. Digital PID Controller

The same principle of the analog PID controller which has been described in Sec

tion 4.3 can be applied to a digital controller. In digital control, the proportional control

is still implemented by a proportional constant�. In general, there are a number of

ways to implement integrals and derivatives digitally. The integral operation 1/s can be

approximated by the z-transform by the rectangular integration, T/(z-l), and the deriva

tive part can be approximated by a backward difference equation, (z..,l)trz, where T is the

controller sample time. Applying the above approximations to Equation (4.11),
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(5.16)

where

T
KO=K (1 +�P T

2Td T
Kl =K (-1--+-)P T T.

I
and

(5.17)

Equation (5.16) can be written in the form of a difference equation as

u(k) = u(k-l) + Koe(k) + K1e(k-l) +K2e(k-2) (5.18)

This recursive equation will be performed in real time by the digital processor.

5.5.2. Digital Control System

5.5.2.1. Introduction

In the preceding sections, the analysis and the design of digital control systems have

been presented from an analytical standpoint However it must be realized that in digital
control systems there are physical limitations due to the inherent discrete nature of the

system components which are not found in analog or continuous data control systems.

For example, the numerical operations and the instructions to be executed by the digital
processor require finite amounts of time.

Other limitations of the digital control system are the finite-word-length characteris
tic of a digital processor [74], which creates the quantization effect [75], and the ad

ditional time required to use floating point numbers [76, 77].
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This section describes the details of the system design, including the hardware and

software design.

5.5.2.2. System Components

A digital signal processor is used to implement the digital control algorithm; it

receives error signals and generates control output which activates the current driver, and

it adjusts the control coil current to correct the position of the plasma.

The software design is to provide the control function, as well as a communication

interface with a host computer and initialization of the data acquisition system. In ad

dition to these, a properly designed control algorithm is required to implement the control

scheme. A modular design has been' used in the software development so that system

development, debugging and maintenance could be more easily managed.

5.5.2.3. Hardware Design

The hardware design is divided into four functioning sections, namely, controller,
communication interface, data acquisition, and output buffer.

Figure 5.16 shows the plasma position digital control system block diagram. A

digital signal processor board based on the TMS32Oc25 microprocessor [78, 79,80] has

been chosen to perform the task. Some features of this processor are:

40 MHz operation with 10 MIPS peak throughput,

32 bit ALU, 16 bit I/O, and

16 bit Hardware Multiplication.

An mM AT personal computer has been used for loading software to the signal

processor, initializing data acquisition, and storing acquired data on external disk and

tape devices.

The data acquisition system consists of two parts. One is the TLC32040 Analog
interface [81, 82] on the nsp board which acquires data at the maximum rate of 16 kHz,
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Figure 5.16: Plasma Position Digital Control System Block Diagram.

with a 14 bit resolution. The error signal (e(t» is sent to the TMS32Oc25 through a serial

port. This signal is processed by the TMS32Oc25 and the result is sent to the parallel

output port. Since the maximum driver current is 800 (A) and it is increased in 10 (A)

steps, taking into account both the positive and negative polarity, 160 steps are being

generated. Since the resolution of an 8 bit D/A is 1/256, an 8 bit D/A is sufficient. The

AD558 chip, an 8 bit D/A and associated circuitry, converts the digital output (u(t» to

analog signals.

Since the maximum sampling frequency is 16 kHz. to prevent aliasing phenomena
careful precautions have been taken. Lowpass filters at the input and output of the DSP

have been included. A low pass filter with a comer frequency of 8 kHz has been

designed and placed in front of the AID convener. Even though its frequency response
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rolls off relatively slowly above 8 kHz, the vacuum chamber itself acts as a low pass

filter with a comer frequency of f1 = 1/(21t'ts) which is in the order of 2.1 kHz and is

much lower than the sampling frequency. At the output also, the driver circuit acts as a

low pass filter with a comer frequency of f2 = 1/(21t'td)' Since 'td is varying between 100

J.1s and 1.2 ms, depending on the supply demand, the associated frequency is between 140

Hz and 1.6 kHz which is still much lower than the 16 kHz sampling frequency.

The process of sampling an analog signal creates a frequency roll-off whose shape
is that of the (SIN X IX) function. This roll-off is not due to antialiasing filters, but

rather inherent in the mathematics of signal processing and cannot be corrected with an

tialiasing filters. Therefore, an optional (SIN X IX) correction filter (aperture correction)
is included in the software. This is not required as long as the sampling rate is set much

higher than the frequency bandwidth of interest

The second part of acquiring data is the main data acquisition system which is used

to acquire signals from the STOR-M tokamak. This data acquisition is based on the

CAMAC (Computer Automated Measurement And Control, IEEE-583) interface.

The communication between the host computer and the CAMAC, which includes

different types of AID modules, is accomplished over the GPIB bus (IEEE-488), with a

peak data transfer rate of 300 kbyte/second, All signals which are required for further

analysis of the digital controller, are also recorded by this data acquisition system be

tween plasma discharges.

In order to obtain the full dynamic range that the DSP is capable of, careful ground
ing and shielding precautions [83] have been used in input and output. For this reason,

isolation amplifiers have been used to isolate the signal processor from other parts of the

system to prevent ground loops.
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5.5.2.4. Software Design ...

The software is structured as several modules. Each module contains a program

subroutine which performs a single function, suchas performing the controller routine, or

the (SIN XIX) aperture correction filter.

Figure 5.17 shows the flowchart of the setup program which is written in the

FORTRAN language and runs on the mM AT host computer. The host computer is used

to communicate with the DSP board. It initializes the DSP board and loads a HEX file

into DSP program memory. It then prompts the user to enter controller parameters

CKo, K1, K2), the sampling frequency, and the reference specification input ( R(k) ) on

the console. After resetting the digital signal processor board, the host computer be

comes free to perform data acquisition for the STOR-M tokamak. The DSP waits for a

trigger-pulse to start the acquisition, and performs the PID routine program which is writ

ten in assembly language. This program flowchart is shown in Figure 5.18.

OSP INITIAIJZATION

LOADING PROGRAM INTO OS

SAMPUNG FREQUENCY

ENTER CONTROLLER GAINS

ENTER INPUT R(K)

RESET OSP

Figure 5.17: The Flowchart of the Setup Program which runs on the Host Computer.
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RESET DSP

INITIALIZE AIC

ENABLE INTERRUPTS SET INTERRUPT'

SET TIMER

Figure S.18: The Flowchart of the Assembly Language Program which runs on the

Digital Signal Processor.
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5.5.2.5. Digital Controller Performance Test

The digital controller performance was examined by comparing the results from

simulation of the digital control system using the Computer Aided Control System
Design (CONSYD) package [59] on' a VAX machine with output of the control algo
rithm described by Equation (5.16) on the digital signal processor. For this purpose, an

analog circuit with a Laplace transfer function equivalent to the simplified version of the

plasma position perturbation model described by Equation (43) has been designed.

The composite Laplace transfer function was

(5.19)

Figure 5.19 shows the block diagram of the analogcircuit, A buffer amplifier has been

used to correct the open loop gain and also to isolate the equivalent circuit of the position
model from the driver circuit model. The values of the circuit time constants are

'tl = 0.087, � = 3.1, and'td = 1.2 ms.

u(t) '-....-_�ll H(l)
72 nF

1.2 KU

Figure 5.19: The Simplified Plasma Position Model using an Analog Circuit

The block diagram of the sequence which has been taken to prepare the CONSYD

package for digital simulation is given in Appendix B.
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The changes in the output �H(k) and the control variable ( u(k) ) due to a 4 mm step

change in the reference signal r(k) are shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.21. The maximum

sampling rate has been chosen as 16 kHz. This is the maximum sampling rate at which

the digital controller can operate. Figure 5.21 shows the controller performance after

choosing the controller parameters based on the technique described in Section (4.3.1) for

different sampling rates. The amplitude of the oscillation is increased while decreasing

the sampling frequency. The root locus of the closed loop system when the sampling

frequency has been varied from 16 kHz to 320 Hz is shown in Figure 5.22 (note that this

is only drawn for comparison; normally each unit circle in the z-plane is normalized for

only one sampling frequency). The system becomes unstable for sampling frequencies
less than 320 Hz; this will also be examined with the actual controller.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, dead beat controllers are also candidates when fast

responses are required. The z-transform for a dead beat controller is

1 z-1
GCd(Z)=G() -1

p
Z 1-z

(5.20)

where Gp(z) is the z-transform of Gp(s), and the sampling frequency is chosen to be 16

kHz. The simulation using the CONSYD package for a deadbeat controller has been

carried out and the response of the system due to a 10 mm step input is shown in Figure
5.23. While the simulated position reaches steady state within 200 us, a peak value of

500 volts is required at the input of the driver circuit. Referring to Figure 5.19, this

means that the driver circuit should provide 5300 A within 62.5 microseconds which is

far beyond the capability of the current driver design, and the cost would be much too

high. This scheme has not been considered further.

The performance of the digital algorithm using the CONSYD package running on

the VAX machine has been studied. In this section, a real time experiment using the

analog circuit which is described by Equation (5.19) and the digital PID controller algo
rithm on the digital signal processor is presented. The results are shown in Figure 5.24

and Figure 5.25 and are in good agreement with the results from the CONSYD package.
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Figure S.20: The Step Responses of the Closed Loop Digital Control System
Simulation using the CONSYD package.
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Figure 5.21: The Step Responses of the Closed Loop Digital Control System
Simulation using the CONSYD Package.
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% flUME

Figure 5.22: The Root Locus of the Closed Loop System.

In this case the system becomes unstable when the sampling frequency goes below 270

Hz which is less than the value of 320 Hz predicted by the CONSYD package. This

difference is due to errors as explained in Section 5.5.2.1.

These tests show that the digital controller is working properly and executing the

implemented algorithm sufficiently.
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Figure 5.23: DeadbeatController Simulation. (a) Plasma Position, and

(b) ControllerOutput.
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5.6. Summary

This chapter has discussed in detail plasma position measurement, the design of the

control driver circuit, and optimization of the control winding location. The step

response of the driver circuit shows that the time constant varies between 0.4 ms and 1.4

ms when current demand changes from 100 A to 400 A. As shown in Chapter 4, this

effect will not degrade the plasma position adjustment. An analog PID controller has

been designed for the OH mode. The results show that the controller is able to control

plasma position as long as the parameters of the model ate constant. When these

parameters are changing due to plasma parameter variations, the analog controller with a

fixed gain should be replaced with a digital programmable controller with an adaptive

control scheme. A digital controller based on a TMS32Oc25 microprocessor has been

designed and its performance has been verified with the simulation package CONSYD on

the VAX machine and they are in good agreement The use of the digital controller to

control plasma movement in the TIl mode will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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6. Plasma Position Digital Controller Performance

6.1. Introduction

1.

Accurate measurement of the quantity (�p +�) is very important for tuning the con-

troller gains, especially in the TH mode where this parameter changes rapidly after the

TH pulse. This parameter will be estimated using the magnetic probe signals and Equa

tion (5.4); this parameter can be calculated accurately by measuring the plasma tempera

ture. density, and current profile.

In the TIl mode, in practice. there is a coupling between the 1H winding and the

feedback winding. The measured peak induced voltage across the feedback winding is

700 volt (within 50 J.1s) when a 1400 volt TH pulse is appliecL To protect the driver

circuit against such a surge, an LC filter has been designed and inserted in series with the

driver circuit. To reduce the voltage drop across the inductance at low frequency its

resistance is kept low by making the inductor with a 3/0 welding cable. The resultant

resistance is 2.3 mohm and there will be only a 2.3 volt drop across the inductor for a

current of 1 kA. After installation of the filter, and generating 20 kA plasma current, the

measured induced voltage at the output of the driver is reduced to 38 volt for the same

TH pulse (i.e. 1400 volt). This voltage is much smaller than the maximum breakdown

voltage of the output transistors(140 volt).

6.2.Digital Controller Performance in the OH Mode

The performance of the digital controller for an OH discharge is shown in Figure

6.1 and Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Digital ControllerPerformance (OHmode). (a) Plasma Current,
(b) Loop Voltage, and (c) Electron Density.
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Figure 6.2: Digital Controller Performance (OH mode). (a) Control Action,
(b) Control Current, and (c) Plasma Position .

.
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,,(ms: I1p+ -Y- qo ql Pl Po Kp T .(II1II Td(ma1

0.8 35-103 "I
-3 3.310 -2888 -1.8 1.13-10 0

35-103 "I
20 0.57 -2928 -1.83 1.02-10 -2.7 3. ... 0

35-103 "I
30 0....8 -2848 -1.85 0.gg-10 -2.8 3.8 0

...0 0.38 35-103 "I
-2.5 3.8-2978 -1.88 0.113-10 0

Table 6.1: Plasma position Perturbation Model Parameters andOptimized Controller
Gains (OH mode).

t(ms: {3 + u
qo ql Pl Po Kp T i(lIIII, Td(ma'p T

35-103 "I
-3 3.3 010 0.8 -2888 -1.8 1.13-10

35-103 7
-3.7 3.2 020 o.g -282S -1.68 1.1S-10

35-103 "I
-2.85 3.5 030 0.54 -2838 -1.81 1.06-10

35-103 "I
-2.5 3.8 040 0.38 -2978 -1.88 0.113·10

Table 6.2: Plasma position Perturbation Model Parameters and Optimized Controller
Gains (TIf mode).
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To prevent hard X-ray generation at the end of the discharge, the plasma has been

terminated by applying a 10 ms gas puffing pulse. The maximum fluctuation allowed in

the plasma position is less than 5 mm. The time constant of the driver is approximately
1.2 ms, which is the same as before installing the surge absorber.

The parameters of the controller have been adjusted using the simulation results of

Chapter 5. The values are as follows:

fs = 16 kHz,

�=3.0,

Ti = 3.3 ms, and

These parameters were kept constant during the discharge. For fine tuning, the

parameters of the model should be estimated again because the average density has been

changed to 1.5 x 1019 m-3 due to gas puffing. The estimated value of (�p + j) versus

time is shown in Table 6.1. The parameters of the model have been estimated for 3 time
I.

ranges (i.e. 10-20,20-30,30-40 milliseconds), and it is assumed that the value of (�p +�)
is constant during each interval (i.e. 0.7, 0.5, 0.4). Table 6.1 also shows the model

parameters. This table is used as a guideline to adjust the gains for the TH mode.

6.3. Digital Controller Performance in the TH Mode

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 illustrate a plasma discharge when a 1 kV TH pulse has

been applied at t=18 ms. In this experiment, the controller gains are kept the same as in

the OR mode (i.e. �=3.0, Ti=3.3 ms, and Td=D.O s). At t=18 ms, a 5 mm movement

in the plasma position has been observed for almost 6 ms and consequently a reduction of

2.5 kA in plasma current has been observed. The control action u(k) and feedback cur

rent are shown in Figure 6.4.

This shows the controller is not tuned perfectly. The parameters of the model have

been estimated and digital controller gains are shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Digital Controller Performance (TIl mode). (a) Plasma Current,
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Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6·show the performance of the new time varying controller.

In this. case, there is no drop in the plasma current and the maximum plasmamovement is

2.5 mm for a duration of only 2 ms. The control action u(k), Ie (t) and aH (t) are also

shown in Figures 6.6. An increase of 0.15 x 1019 m-3 in electron density is observed due

to better confinement.

6.4. Summary
I.

This chapter has shown that accurate measurement of the quantity (f3p +�) is central
I.

to the calculation of optimized controller parameters. The variation of (f3p +�) has been

estimated using magnetic probe signals which can be verified with other plasma diagnos

tics. The plasma position in both the OH and TIl modes was controlled employing the

digital controllerwith gain optimization techniques. The performance of the control sys

tem is in good agreementwith simulation.
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Figure 6.6: Digital Controller Performance (TIl mode), (a) Control Action,
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7. Conclusion

A tokamak which does not have a conducting shell, or a tokamak with a long dis

charge time (longer than tens ofmilliseconds), or a steady-state tokamak must employ an

active plasma motion control to keep a plasma in the centre of its vacuum vessel.

A tokamak device is an electric system consisting of a transformer, plasma, eddy

currents in structuralcomponents (i.e. vacuum vessel), power supplies, and control wind

ings. A model in which these components are treated together as an electrical circuit is

required in order to design a feedback control system. There are two methods available

for plasma heating in the STOR-M tokamak (i,e, ohmic heating, OH, and turbulent heat

ing, TIl); the effects of heating on the circuit elements must be included in the model.

Analytical solutions to this problem require the use ofMaxwell's equations coupled

to the Grad-Shafranov equation with plasma pressure and toroidal field profiles in the

presence of an iron-core. The map of the STOR-M iron-core flux should be precisely

calculated by identification of the contribution of each circuit to the vertical field in terms

of the saturation level of the iron. Also, studies of eddy currents induced on the vacuum

vessel and the contribution of these currents to the total magnetic field should be

evaluated accurately by applying fmite element techniques. This studywill be useful for

other diagnostics such as the diamagnetic measurement.

Detailed nonlinear modeling requires extensive computation and results in a com

plex solution. Instead, in this.experimental study, the plasma current was assumed to be

a circular filament current having its radius equal to the major radius of a toroidal plasma

column, and it was assumed that the effects of an iron magnetic flux return yoke were

negligible (i.e, long iron-core assumption). Also, eddy currents in the vacuum vessel

have been represented by a simple circuit with only one time constant.
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Since the equations for the forces and the electric circuits involve terms which are

nonlinear, and the plasma motion needs to be controlled in a region near equilibrium,

plasma dynamics was approximated with linear time-invariant state equations. This

model will be valid as long as the magnitude of the perturbation around equilibrium is not

larger than a certain limit (generally accepted as 10%). In the turbulent heating mode this

condition is not satisfied, as some plasma parameters such as temperature and density are

doubled. This problem was solved by dividing the time interval [to,1o] into several time

domains, i.e. [to, tl]' [tl' t2],... [1o-l' 10] and assuming that the approximation of lineariza

tion was valid in each time domain.

The simple model was used to study the behaviour of the system around an operat

ing point of interest, and based on this study, the control system has been designed.

The Laplace transform version of the model showed that there were unstable roots

which were due to the presence of the iron-core. The simulation results employing a PID

controller have shown that theplasma position was rather insensitive. to. the variation in

the time constant of the driver system. Based on the simulation results, the driver circuit

has been designed and built, and is able to provide+/- 800 A and is capable of changing

at a rate of 200 Alms. The step response of the driver circuitshowed that the time con

stant varies between 0.4 ms and 1.4 ms when currentdemand changes from 100 A to

400 A . As shown in Chapter 4 this does not significantly degrade the plasma position

adjustment

Although this model was very useful at the early stages of the design, due to prac

tical constraints the parameters of this model cannot be. determined very accurately. A

least squares error (LSE) algorithm has been used off-line to determine revised estimates

of the parameters of the model. Since this method of estimation is not well suited for

real-time applications on small computers, a better method such as U-D factorization

[84] must be used for future work.

The plasma position has been measured using magnetic probe signals, which must

be verified by another method such as optical measurement. Accurate measurement of
I.

the quantity (�p +�) is very important for tuning the controller, especially for the TH
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mode in which this parameter changed rapidly after the TH pulse. While this parameter

was estimated using the magnetic probe signals and Equation (5.4), it must be verified by

measuring the plasma temperature, density, and current profile.

For a discharge with constant plasma parameters (i.e, constant plasma current, tem

perature, 'density, etc. as for ohmic heating) the plasma position perturbation model had

constant parameters so a conventional analog PID. controller based on classical control

schemes was designed and built. The results showed that this controller was able to con

trol the plasma position within +/-5 mm as long as the parameters of the model were

constant. When the model parameters were changing due to plasma parameter variations,

the analog controller was unable to work properly and was replaced with a digital con

troller. A digital controller based on a TMS32Oc25 microprocessor has been designed
and built, and although it was performing integer operations, its performance has been

checked with the simulation package CONSYD on the VAX machine, and they were in

good agreement.

The digital controller successfully controlled the plasma position in the OH and TH

modes. The performance has been achieved after generating plasma several times. Each

time, parameters of the model have been estimated by perturbing the plasma position
with the application of a small step change in the set point. This perturbation has been

applied 4 times during each plasma discharge to be sure that the parameters were con

stant. The estimated parameters and associated controller gains have been recorded for

each time interval. The results showed clearly that even in the OH phase there were

small variations in the process parameters, which were takeninto consideration in tuning
the controller.

In the THmode, when the controller gain has not been set properly, a rapid move

ment in the plasma position caused a drop in the plasma current after the TH pulse. For

well tuned controller gains, the plasma movement has been reduced significantly and no

drop in plasma current has been observed.

This project has therefore resulted in a new perturbation model for the plasma posi
tion about equilibrium in a tokamak. A control strategy for the plasma position using



analog controlduring ohmic heating has been developed and successfully demonstrated.

Rapid changes in plasma parameters during and after turbulent heating have been shown

to require adaptive control. A digital controller has been designed, built, and verified for

control of the plasma position during and after a TH pulse. The final result of this work

is a stably controlled plasma that can be maintained for the entire duration of a plasma

discharge, for both the OH and TH modes.

I
t
I

I
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A. STOR-M Tokamak

A.l..General

STOR-M was built as "a . tokamak for heating studies", and turbulent heating has'

been tried. In a tokamak: such as STOR-M, three magnetic field components are

employed to hold the plasma in the shape of a torus. They are shown in Figure 2.1. ·A

toroidal magnetic field (BJ is obtained using 16 coils powered by a IS mF capacitor bank

with a maximum energy capacity of 360 kJ. The second field component is the poloidal

field (Bp), which is produced by up to 40 kA of current flowing in the plasma itself.

Finally, to achieve equilibrium, a vertical field (Be> is necessary; this is provided by

toroidal windings powered by a capacitor bank. The maximum current in this winding is

SkA.

The plasma is produced within a stainless steel vacuum vessel. The use of ultra high

vacuum components serves to minimize the amount of impurities present in the dis

charge, a crucial requirement of successful tokamak operation. In STOR-M a 1.2 x 10-8

torr base pressure has been achieved.

The primary winding(Ohmic Heating) induces the plasma current lp and forms the

primary of the transformer; the winding is supplied by a capacitor bank. An iron-core at

the center of the torus carries the magnetic flux, inducing the current in the plasma which

acts as the secondary of the transformer.

Major parameters ofSTOR-M tokamak: are:

• (Bt)O Toroidal magnetic field <1 Tesla;

• (Be>o Vertical magnetic field <60 Gauss;

• (lp)O Plasma Current (Ohmic Heating) <40 kA;
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• (lp)th Plasma Current (Turbulent Heating) <20 kA;
• (Te)O Average electron temperature (Ohmic Heating) < 150 eV;

• (Te)th Maximum electron temperature (Turbulent Heating) < 300 eV;

• (Ti)o Average ion temperature (Ohmic Heating) < 50 eV;

• (Ti)th Maximum ion temperature (Turbulent Heating) < 100 eV;

• no Average plasma density (OH) <1.3x 10191m3;
• (no>th Maximum plasma density (TH) <1.5 x 1019/m3;
• RMajor radius 46 cm;
• aMinor radius 12 cm;and

• discharge time < 200 ms.

The numerical data of the STOR-M tokamak for a steady-state discharge are given

below;

.lp=28 kA, VI=1 to 1.5 Volt;

•�=17 uohms,�=O.8 JJH;
• Mo=8.6x 10-6 gram, Plasma Volume= 130 litres;

• Ln=Ls=O·8 J.1H, Rs=2 uohms, Ks=O.043 s/m2, ts=O.56 ms, tk=28 J.1s, as=16
cm;

• L33=Le=20 J.1H, Re=430 mohms, �=15.3 ;

• L44=Loh=6.6 mH, Roh=950 mohms, Koh=6 ;

• Lss=Lc=42 J.1H, �=68 mohms, �=75 .

A.2. Eddy Current in the Vacuum Vessel due to Plasma Movement

From the standpoint of both the structural strength analysis of the devices and the

control analysis of the plasma position and shape in a tokamak, the study of the eddy
current in any conductive devices is considered to be one of the important design

parameters. When the centre of the plasma column is displaced, the eddy current is in

duced in the vacuum vessel generating a time delayed magnetic field Bs at the centre of

the plasma current. Its magnitude depends on the rate of change of plasma position,

plasma current and vacuum vessel geometry. By assuming a plasma filamentary current

and (R/a»>I, the induced current density in the vacuum vessel due to the plasma move

ment in the cylindrical coordinate can be written as
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J = Jcfose, (A. I)

and

I =Icfose
where

(A.2)

10 = Jotflfle.
Then the total current is

(A.3)

(A.4)

The vector potential due to this current can be written as

�p as tlH �s 0
.

AcIl/'"�2In- + -cose) +- �ose
1t P P 4 as

and

(A.5)

(A.6)

where the first term is due to the plasma and the second term is due to induced current in

the vacuum vessel. Calculating the above formula at p=�,

(A.7)

Applying Ohm's law,

(A.S)

Assuming constant plasma current which is true around equilibrium then,



(A.9)
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where ts=(J.101gssO's)/2. The magnetic field can be derived from the vector potential as

J.1o
Bs = 4a Is- (A.10)

s

These equations can be written in the time domain as

(All)

where

(A. 12)

The total current in the vacuum vessel can be written as

s

Is = KSi(l )�HIp+sts
(A.13)

where

(A. 14)
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B. CONSYD Package and the Circuit Diagrams

B.1. CONSYD Package

In this section the procedure for using the CONSYD package [59] for analog. and

digital control simulation are given.

Figure B.1 shows the analog simulation procedure, where the ENTER program is

used to enter the transfer function of the system and the controller, and INCIC is used to

generate time-varying set-points or disturbances. The main program, SDNTEG, simu

lates linear and non-linearMultiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system using numeri

cal integration allowing the user to specify the. desired controller. SNTEG is similar to

SDNTEG but does not allow for introduction of disturbances.

The procedure for discrete system simulation is shown in Figure B.2. The z-Trans

program transforms the Laplace transfer function of a continuous-time system to a

discrete-time system. The impulse response of the system can be generated using the

IMPULSE program. The main program DGC, is used to design and test the performance
of discrete-time controllers. It can be linked to any of the CONSYD simulation

programs. Here SCONVO is used to simulate linear systems using the convolution in

tegral.

B.2. Analog and Digital Control System Circuit Diagrams

The complete circuit diagrams for analog and digital control systems are shown in

this section.
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SET POINT ENTER

ENTER

CONTROl.CSC

OUTPUT
PLANT.CSC

SDNTEG

OUTDIST.CIC

INCIC
DIST.CIC DIST.DAT

INCIC.SNTEG

UNFORMATTED DATA FILE DIST.CSC

Figure B.1: Analog Control System Simulation using CONSYD Package.
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ENTER
PLANT. eTC

IMPULSE

PLANT.ele

OUTPUT

DCC

(SCONVO OPTION)

CONTROL.DTC

ENTER
CONTROL. eTC

Z-TRANS

Figure B.2: Digital Control System Simulation using CONSYD Package.
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